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• Commencement
University prepares for
graduation ceremony changes
By Kim Dineen
Staff Writer
For the first time in over 40
years, the graduation commence-
ment will feature the "personal-
ized touch,- - every graduate in
attendance will cross the stage to
receive a personal congratulations
and handshake from either Presi-
dent Fred Hutchinson or Vice Pres-
ident for Academic Affairs Julia
Watkins.
Almost i .5(X) graduates are at-
tending the 1z2nd commencement
on May 8: the revived tradition of
the handshake is estimated to add
an additional hour and 45 minutes
to the ceremony. On stage. gradu-
ates will receive n diploma folder:
the actual diplomas will be mailed
out once final grades are processed,
an estimated six to eight weeks.
Bringing back the handshake
was the idea of the commence-
ment committee. One member,
Rich Fuller. President of Senior
Council. said tt.e committee was
considering this move since De-
cernbt'r and this year's cereir,...
r--
• Public Administration
Two found
Two students accused of cheat-
ing in Public Administration cours-
es have been found in violation of
the Student Conduct Code policy.
According to a university press re-
lease. "appropriate disciplinary ac-
tion was taken in each case.-
In separate hearings on April 13
and 20, the two cases were heard
and adjudicated before the Campus
Conduct Committee.
The cases were forwarded to the
committee ifter investigations by the
PublicAdministrationlik-partmentinto
will he an experiment.
"It is going to take a long time,
but it's good to give it a try,- Fuller
said.
"It does make it more personal;
people have worked very hard for
this and it's a moment of recogni-
tion for them," said Muriel San-
ford of Special Collections Library.
Approximately 1.850 students
applied for graduation this semes-
ter: 16 students are receiving doc-
torate degrees and five people will
Scc GRAD on page 21
ty in cheating case
reports of a king-term cheating ring.
The allegations, brought by fellow
students, initially reported as many as
12 involved in the che.atiqg ring.
According to University Spokes-
person Kay Hyatt, the Department of
Public Administration investigated
all allegations themselves and for-
warded two names to the Conduct
Committee. Hyatt said the depart-
ment handled the rest of the allega-
tions in-house.
"As deemed necrssary, those alle-
gations or CpOlts were handled within
the department by the faculty—which
could include anything frpin t dking
about ii (cheating)and counseling, to
taking some academic action and
:hanging a grade." she said.
-Those that went before the Con-
duct Committee the department felt
the evidence warranted it"
Under the federal Family Educa-
tional Rights and Privacy Act (Bwk-
ky Amendment), the university will
not release the names of the students
involved OT any disciplinary action
taken against them_
"That's the news, kids, and we are outta here," says 1992-93 Maine Campus Ed Staff. The
Campus Ed Staff, along with the other 60 members of The Maine Ca:749u) staff, would like
to thank you foryour continued support. Clockwise from top: Editor Melissa Adams; Internal
City Editor Bonnie Satterfield; Managing Editor Jill Berryman; Sports Editor Chad Finn; Photo
Editor Damon Kiesow; External City Editor Kim Direen; Opinion Editor Mike McLaughlin;
and Volunteer Coordinator Shannon Judd. Seated is Advisor Brooks Hamilton. Center is
Business Manager Kelly Martin. Ed Staff not pictured: Arts Editor Deanna Partridge and
Production Manager Mike Timber:ake. (Kiesow photo - ao figure how.)
After the flames
Orono Firefighter Bud Webb contemplates the damage due
to fire at Stillwater Apartments. For more on the lives of
Orono firefighters see pages i3 16 (Lachowski photo.)
East Campus
Closed residence halls
to undergo facelifts
By Chris DeBeck
Staff Writer
Dunn. Corbett and Hancock Halls
are all wick :goinL possible face-lifts
during the next few years.
Corbcit Hall, first scheduled to
undergo renovations last SIIIIIMer, is
expected to he renovated this sum-
mer. according to Anita Wihry, di-
rector of Institutional Planning at the
University of Maine.
Wihry said Corbett Hall will he
converted to office space, housing
several university programs and set-
used by boil: on and 0B-cam-
pus students. The department of ha-
man resources and some coopera-
tive extension units will relocate hem
Dunn Hall will become the head-
quarters for University Collage. un-
der UMaine President Frederick
H ut chinson s downsi zing plan. If this
portion of the plan is enacted. Wihry
said work would begin during most
of the fall, winter and early spnng.
with University College set to move
in for the Fall 1944 semester.
The first floor and basement of
Hancock Hall will now house guests
starting in the Fail 1(493 semester,
regardless of w hat happens to Dunn.
Barbara Smith. assistant ..
tor of East-West Campus, said ine
decision to cc.nvert part of Hancock
to guest housing was made in March.
before the downsizing plan was an-
nounced.
"No one signed up for rooms on
the first floor or the basei Tient.- Smith
said, "so we're going ahead with the
renovations and make that extra
guest housing.-
The second and third floors will
still be used as a -traditional resi-
dence hall,- Smith said, including a
resident director and four resident
assistants.
Smith a!so said the South Cam-
pus area office will now handle
Hancock administratively with the
switch.
"It's a lot shorter walk to Es-
tahnyoke than the Hill ( HilltopCom-
mons, which houses the East-West
campus office) and will be a more
coordinated effort," Smith said.
Vy'ihiy said the shifting of guest
space to Hancock, along with also-
vacant Wells Commons. will pro-
Ode a central location for confer-
ences in the future
Sec CLOSED on page 21 f.
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WorldBriefs 
• Love
Couple asks court to rule on photo
- PARIS (AP) — A photograph that has evoked the romance of Paris for more than
40 years has come to this: a solemn court hearing over love, privacy and money.
A civil court heard two suits concerning the 1950 photo Le Baiser de l' Hotel de
Ville" (The Kiss at City Hall) on Wednesday, and was to rule June 2.
Denise and Jean-Louis Lavergne, both retired printers, insist they are the couple Robert
Doisneau captured in a seemingly spontaneous, passionate kiss amid a crowd of indifferent
strollers outside Paris City Hall.
But Doisneau' s lawyer, Jacques Marchand, said the couple in the world-famous picture
were hired actors. An actress, Francoise Bornet, filed a suit of her own against Doisneau for
refusing to pay her part of the phbtograph's earnings.
The black-and-white shot has been reproduced on posters, postcards and T-shirts. But
the Lavergnes say they first saw it in 1988.
The Lavergnes claim the legendary photographer violated their privacy, and seek
$100,000 in damages. But they say the bigger issue is recognition of their young love.
Mrs. Lavergne said last winter, "They say there is magic in that photo. That photo is a
Testament to our youth, and we regret not being recognized."
They say they were out shopping when the photo was taken. They married three months later.
The couple say that they first spotted the picture on a magazine cover on their 38th
wedding anniversary, asked to meet the photographer and finally had lunch with Doisneau
in January 1990. But they say his entourage later denied in interviews that the famous kiss
belonged to them.
Lawyers for the Rapho photo agency, which owns the picture rights, said Doisneau did
not want to disappoint the couple and let them believe their dream. Rapho could be held
liable for damages if Doisneau loses the case.
• Outlaw
.44 caliber revolver used
to kill Jesse James sold
3 LEWES, England (AP) -- The .44-caliber Smith& Wesson revolver used to kill Old West outlaw
Jesse James was sold at auction Wednesday for
$164,000.
It was bought with a postal bid by an American gun
collector identified only as J. McGee, said Roy Butler,
senior partner in Wallis and Wallis auctioneers, which
specializes in antique arms and armor.
The seller was an anonymous American. Butler said a
disagreement about the gun's ownership had been cleared
up before the sale.
Henry A. Lingenfelder, son of a former owner, the late
Henry G. Lingenfelder of Towson. Md.. had said the gun
was stolen from a museum in Sullivan, Mo., in 1968. His
father had lent the gun for exhibition.
Butler said the Lingenfelder family has "relinquished all
claim to the gun after accepting a cash offer from the seller"
Ile did not sa how much money had changed hands.
• Stubbornness
Haitian government
resisting demands to
reinstate Aristide
4 PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti (AP)—The army and itsallies appear to be stiffening resistance to demands to yield
power and reinstate Jean-Bertrand Aristide as president
Former Information Minister Gerard Bissainthe, who
remains a prominent spokesman for the ruling elite, said,
In reaction to high-pressure tactics, Haitian nationalists
are mustering their forces to say no to foreign meddling.
"The Clinton administration should meditate deeply on
what happened in Waco, Texas — on the image of that farm-
fortress in flames. Impulsive and self-righteous policy which
is blind to the reality of power ends in disaster."
Bissainthe, now rector of State University, spoke in a
recent interview.
Anti-Aristide militants demonstrated twice this week in
front of Parliament, demanding that the ousted and exiled
president be tried for high treason. About 150 demonstrators
threatened to take up arms if he returns.
An army statement broadcast Monday on state-run stations
denounced U.S.reports that the army rejected democratic rule
because it would interfere with the army's lucrative drug trade.
• Couple claims famous photo taken of them in 1950
• Haitian controlers resisting demands to leave
• Costa Rica refuses to deal with hostage holders
• lntegrety
 
•ANNEE11
Costa Rica vows not to pay ransom
SAN JOSE, Costa Rica (AP) — President Rafael Calderon vows that his2 government "will not pay one single cent in ransom" to gunmen holding most of his
Supreme Court justices.
Calderon, appearing extremely tired, made the comments during a televised late-night
news conference at the presidential residence Wednesday.
Despite his tough tone, the president added: "We feel content ... that we can have a
solution that will save lives and respect institutions."
A few hours earlier, two of the 18 justices who had been taken hostage on Monday
arrived at his home. It was the second time Justices Eduardo Sancho and Alfonso Chavez
had been freed that day, apparently to carry messages between officials and the kidnappers.
The four kidnappers had set a Wednesday deadline for their demands to be met. But that
passed with no action, as had a deadline they set Tuesday.
Security Minister Luis Fishman said the kidnappers are demanding $8 million, the
release of some prisoners and safe passage to Brazil, which does not have an extradition
treaty with Costa Rica.
"We have told them that it's very difficult for a government to meet demands of this
kind." said Fishman.
The government has speculated the kidnappers had ties to the Colombian drug Mafia,
but later identified two of the four as Costa Rican brothers, Gilberto Fallas, 30, and
Guillermo Fallas, 29. both former Justice Department employees.
There were unconfirmed reports that one of the other gunmen is the father of a
Colombian held in Costa Rica on drug charges.
In previous hostage crises, Costa Rica has preferred negotiations to force, usually
meeting some demands and allowing the attackers to leave.
Worl dDigest
• Gas explosion
 IMM11.111 11=1
Methane explodes in
Turkish garbage dump
5 ISTANBUL, Turkey (AP) — Methane gas ex-ploded at a garbage dump Wednesday, triggering an
avalanche of stinking refuse that buried squatter huts
and killed at least 18 people. Police believe more than 30
other bodies remain trapped.
"There was a loud noise and a sudden stench, and a
mountain of garbage came at us," an unidentified survivor,
whose three children were buried. told TV reporters from
his hospital bed. "I barely had time to run away from its
path, without being able to warn my three children inside."
"There was an explosion and when we looked down, it
was as if a black ocean wave was breaking on the dried
stream bed below," an old woman told reporters at the
scene, on the Asian side of the Bosporus about 20 miles
northeast of downtown Istanbul.
Tons of garbage slid down a hillside into a gorge where
the huts lay.
404114-
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• Reconcilliation
China and Taiwan meet
to discuss differences
SINGAPORE (Al)) — In their first formal talks
since 1949, China and Taiwan reached agreement on
some minor matters, but deadlocked over economic
issues and extended the meeting for another day.
A member of the Chinese delegation confirmed that the
talks would resume Thursday morning in an attempt to iron
out the difficulties.
Taiwan wants China to provide measures to protect
Taiwanese investments in the mainland. China complains
that Taiwanese bureaucracy impedes investment in its econ-
omy. Beijing also wants to establish a specific date for a
conference on economics.
Political concerns were not open to discussion. Taiwan and
China claim to be the legitimate rulers of each other's teffitory.
The meeting in neutral Singapore appears to mark the
beginning of high-level dialogue that both sides say could
lead to eventual reunification.
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• Travel and motion
Engineering students develop Spica body cast wheel chair
Engineering Technology Professor Herbert Crosby and Dean Norman Smith judge
the spica body cast wheelchair invention. (Photo courtesy of Public Affairs)
By Dana Gray
Staff Writer
of mechanical engineering technology must
first design and then build something with
therapeutic value.
Every spring, there is potential for hand- Each fall, design teams are formed from
icapped people to be aided by new inven- the senior class. The teams then contact
tions to help them with their disabilities, local hospitals and other health care centers
Graduating seniors from the department in search of ideas for handicap aiding
rime
• •
• •
•
• •
• •
He Mills,
i Thanks for all your
i help and support. i
You've made a real
difference in our lives.
projects.
Once an idea has been decided upon, the
group is responsible for designing the project.
This design process is completed in the fall
semester, and actual production is carried
out during the spring semester.
The students are required to work on
their projects on their own time. They are
also responsible for obtaining the proper
materials needed for the project.
The materials and money needed to com-
plete the project come from private dona-
tions, the Alumni fund, local businesses and
from the group members themselves.
Herbert Crosby, professor and coordina-
tor of mechanical technology, said the time
and dedication the students give to their
projects goes beyond doing the requirement
as a means for graduation.
"There is a real sense of pride the stu-
dents have for the outcome of their projects,"
he said
Last Saturday, five teams met for the
semester-ending design competition. The
new inventions entered in the competition
were a wheelchair for children in a Spica
body cast, exercise equipment for people in
a wheelchair, an exercise swing for a child
with a learning disability, a side layer for a
person with no use of arms or legs, and a
standing frame/walker for child with partial
use of legs.
Crosby said the projects completed this
year were among the best he has seen, since
the competition began in the early 1980s.
"Every year there is never the same thing
as was done before, and every year they
(inventions) seem to get better," he said.
The top two finishers in the competition
were the designers of the Spica body cast
wheelchair and the designers of the standing
frame/walker.
The Spica body cast project was de-
signed and built by Bernard Brochu, Jerry
Dubois, Kevin Garnett, Robert Leavitt, Paul
Libby, Nicholas Smeall and Nicole Trudel.
It won first place in the competition and
was nominated for the National Inventors
Award. Only one undergraduate invention
is selected from the entire nation.
The special wheelchair was designed
from an idea given to the group by the
Downcast Medical Shoppe, and Eastern
Maine Medical Center will be receiving it
for use in pediatric care.
This new invention was designed to give
children confined to the Spica body cast
self-mobility.
A platform board was designed for com-
fort for the child and put on a wheelchair
frame. The platform can be adjusted to var-
ious heights to allow the child to move on
their own.
The second place invention was specifi-
See WHEELCHAIR on page 21
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• April edition
Maine's recycling coordinator to host 'Snapshots'
Scott Wilkerson Farland Street School studensts (File photo .)
By Kristy Marriner
Staff Writer
The University of Maine's own recy-
cling coordinator, Scott Wilkerson, will be
the host of the April Snapshots which is
airing Sunday at 10 a.m. on Maine Public
Television.
This months edition of the monthly
UMaine magazine show will feature topics
ranging from children working to save the
environment to campus expansion projects
and the Maine Hockey team.
Two persimal interviews with members
of the champion Black Bear hockey team
are a special segment of the show. Paul
Kariya and Jim Montgomery were each
asked about their season and the friendship
they share both on and of the ice.
"It's the story of their friendship, which
is really strong," Janice Parks, producer of
Snapshots, said. "When you see two people
connect for three major goals and a national
championship you know there has to be
more than just friendship on the ice."
The campus exhibit which begins today
in Alumni Hall is the topic of another seg-
ment. The exhibit, which is titled "Campus
Past/Campus Present: Creating Communi-
ty," is a look at how the facilities and the
university have changed since its beginnings,
and also where it is headed in the future.
The UMaine Cooperative Extension's
4-H program has also been helping students
at Waldoboro's Medomak Valley High
School teach others about the rain forests.
"They are very concerned about the de-
struction of the rain forest and they visit
local schools to teach younger students about
the forest," she said.
Another shorter segment will sum up a
few of the many recent events which took
place on the UMaine campus. Some of these
events are the Odyssey of the Mind problem
solving competition, the President of Bul-
garia's visit, the naturalization ceremony
The show will feature an interview with Paul
Kariya and Jim Montgomery
The multi-media exhibit features photo-
graphs of the past and some special artwork
crated by the students at ASAP of the new
Master Plan that has recently been unveiled.
"It is important because it reminds us
that in tough economic times in the past and
now we still need to plan for the future,"
Parks said.
Another feature is on the restaurant run
by UMaine food and nutrition students in
Merrill Hall. For $3.95, members of the
UMaine community are served complete
meals, and the students receive real hands-
on training about food management and
preparation.
and the North American free Trade Agree-
ment panel discussion.
Witkerson, who graduated for UMaine
in 1989 with a degree in forestry, now serves
as the Waste Reduction and Recycling Co-
ordinator. Significant progress has been
made in lowering the amount of waste
UMaine generates since he became the pro-
gram coordinator.
The next edition of Snapshots can be
seen on May 27, at 7 p.m. on Channel 5 in
Bangor and at 7:30 p.m. on Channel 51-
WPXT in Portland. It will also be broadcast
on June 6 at 10 a.m. on Maine Public Tele-
vision.
•
ICE Volunteers inCommunity Efforts
woald Eke to thank the following people/organizations for their contributions to the
University of Maine and the surrounding community. Cheers for Volunteers!
All Maine Day Volunteers
Alpha Phi Omega
American Society of Mechanical Engineers
Athletes for Sexual Responsibility
Chi Omega
Delta Upsilon
Gamma Sigma Sigma
Late Night Company
Phi Kappa Sigma
Sigma Chi Sigma Nu
Student Alumni Association
Tau Kappa Epsilon
The Union Board
All Maine Women
4klpha Omicron Pi
American Marketing Association
Bahal Club
Circle K International
Delta Zeta
Kappa Sigma
Maine Outing ClubPeer Educators
Phi Mu
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Student Helpline
University Volunteer Ambulance Corps
The Wildlife Society
Alpha Gamma Rho
Alpha Tau Omega
Anthropology Club
Beta Theta Pi
Delta Tau Delta
Dingo Tour Guides
Lambda Chi Alpha
Penobscot Hall
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Sophomore Eagles
Theta Chi
University of Maine Social Work Students
The Wilson Center
And to anyone also who has chosen to spend some of their time in service to others.
"I if only I could so live and so serve the world that after me there should never again be birds in cages..."
-Isak Dinesen
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Antsadssues
Former
Campus
editor an
author
By Damon Kiesow
Staff Writer
Not many people have authored and
published a book by their 25th birthday.
Jonathan Bach, former editor of the
Maine Campus, and University of Maine
graduate has done just that.
The book titled "Above the Clouds,"
two years in the writing and published by
William Morrow, is due on the stands
May I.
The book's genesis arose out of what
m ght appear a simple question to some:
"I lave you ever read Jonathan Living-
s! rn Seagull?"
To a younger Jon Bach, the reference
to the famous book, written by his father,
Richard Bach, whom he barely knew,
raised feelings of hate and abandone-
New author Jonathan Bach
ment.
Originally destined to he a "tell-all-
about a father who left home when
Jonathan was two, the book evolved into
a journal of a father's and son's growing
understanding and reconcilliation with
each other.
In a telephone interview from Seattle,
where he now lives, Bach said he is
preparing for a six city nationwide tour,
which will include appearences on CBS's
This Morning and CNN's Sonya Live.
Trai fled as a "get the facts" journalist,
Bach said the writing of the book and all
it entailed had changed his outlook.
"I like the balance of being a down to
earth philosopher,- he said. "If you ques-
tion 'why' too much you can go crazy. If
you don't question 'why' at all, life can
he boring."
Another change is probably more
important: .now when people ask him
about Jonathan Livingston Seagull the
older Jonathan Bach replies,"! have heard
of it. It was written by a good friend of
mine."
• Concert coverage
• Check out this week's Mondo movie review
• UMaine English professor makes the book list
• Student art exhibit features a variety of work
NYC Rock n' Blues rolls into Maine
By Nate Geyerhahn
Volunteer Writer
On Tuesday afternoon the Holmes Broth-
ers rolled into the University of Maine in their
Big Black Bluesy Van packed to the win-
dows with musical equipment. Shortly after
arrival, they set up their speakers and instru-
ments for a sound check. They bickered with
the sound man about not having enough "low
end," but eventually the sweet soul sounds of
the Holmes Brothers were bellowing through
the rafters of the Maine Center for the Arts.
After the sound check, the Holmes Broth-
ers graciously posed for a quick band photo
and retired upstairs for dinner before the
show. In between bites of chicken and gulps
of ginger ale the Holmes Brother voiced their
theories, thoughts, and opinions about the
blues world:
(When was the last time The Holmes
Brothers played in Maine?)
"Two years ago, maybe, in a church in
Portland," Sherman Holmes said.
(Who are your influences?)
"Jimmy Reed, Dixie Hummingbird, Bob
Wills, Hank Williams," he said.
(What is your definition of the Blues?)
"Don't have one," Wendall Holmes said.
"You go home an' someone changes the
lock on your door and the key don't fit," Gib
Wharton added.
"Beats the hell out of me, man," Sherman
Holmes said.
"I don't Know, man," added Milton
Holmes.
(What about advice to young blues play-
ers?)
"Never give up, keep playin' and always
stay broke, cause more broke you is, better
you play," Wendall Holmes said.
(How long have the Holmes Brothers
been together?)
"Different groups for 20 years," they
said.
(What kind of guitars do you prefer?)
"Fender."
(What model?)
"I like em' all, man. All Fenders, I love."
Gilbert said.
Ten minutes after the Holmes Brothers
see BLUES on page 8
• Maine Center for the Arts
NYC Rock n' Blues blended styles and talent. (Geyerhahn photo.)
Patches named new MCA Director
By Stacy Major
Staff Writer
John L. Patches, who has served as the
interim director of the Maine Center for the Ails
since July 1992, has recently been named the
permanent director after being approved by the
Board of Trustees.
"We are very pleased to have him contin-
ue,- said Elaine Albright, dean of Cultural Af-
fairs and Libraries at the University of Maine.
She said the search for a permanent director
attracted someoutstanding candidates. but Patch-
es' creativity and strong programming expen-
ences were the deciding factors.
Leslie Hemming, dean of the College of
Arts and Humanities, said Patches' extensive
knowledge of the various areas of the arts, his
wide network of contracts and his long career in
schools across the nation were also convincing.
Patches, who graduated from Bethany Col-
lege in Lindsburg, Kansas, with a degree in
music, said he took on the MCA directorship
temporarily in July 1992 while his friend and
current director Ralph Sandler was recovering
from a stroke.
A leader in the arts community for more than
20 years, Patches had a long and successful
career in arts administration and marketing. He
said he founded the International Theater Fes-
tival at the State University of Nev York in
Stonybmok, and he also served as the executive
director of its art center.
He said that in 1989 he founded the Interna-
tional Performing Arts. Inc.. which is anon -profit
mar. .:einent. consulting and pnxiucing Wd-
non devoted to introducing artistic wort from
every country to perform for U.S. audiences.
-My objective now is to seek out unique,
creative, provocative wrirks that have social sig-
nificance and a mulficulnual awareness as well as
high quality entertainment,- Patches said.
He said his major goal for the MCA is to
transform the Bodwell Dining Area into a "liv-
ing mom" on this campus. He would like to see
programs i ike a77 with the Bodwel or"B tie s
Night" being performed loan audience of 150 to
200 people. He said he just wants to utilize the
space of the MCA more with "pop" perfor-
mances that will appeal to everyone, not just
guest speakers every week.
"We're here to serve the whole state ano the
university.- Patches said. "We want everyone to
know that this place is alive and vibrant." he said.
fob
Canadian literature or have placed in a com-
petition. There are only 112 pages within the
collection, plus or minus four pages - you'll
understand after reading the collection. It is
also listed in the University of Maine Book-
store for $12. That's still quite a bit to pay for
a book, because $12 can feed a college
student like myself, for a week.
The subject matter is personal and the
verse form is open. These combinations
allow for much creativity in the writing,
which is exactly what you find in this work.
The style of poetry can be called postmod-
ern. Norris' style is easy to follow. It's
almost a stream of consciousness. In "Book
9: A Year in My Life," his poetry is formed
on the page by dates - each few lines a
ignificant gem of that particular day. I
enjoy this style and try to write like this
when I feel the urge, much as Norris feels
the necessity of writing/that tiny
lame"( Book 101
Not only does Norris write, but he sculpts
his work too. He is a poet and an artist com-
bined. His use and manipulation of the ;Aim
and layout of the poem are fun and imagina-
tive. At one point, it appears the poem ends. but
to my surprise it does not (I won't tell you hov, •
because it would ruin the effect, you'll just
have to read the. book). This friendly poke at
. imagination flows along with the book's aura.
Inside the writing, is a whirlwind of ideas
coming straight from the mind. History is
intertwined with imagination. Some of the
references in the historical sense was beyond
my reach, but did not impair ill: journey my
mind was to make. I was able to make that
journey and connect with the various themes
within them. After reading this collection of
poetry I felt as though I had touched the mind
of another writer, I had touched the mind of
someone who can "...take photographs of the
sunset with my pen.- It was definitely a good
iourney and a good read.
If you've been injured by an
abortion, you deserve help!
And help is only a phone call away!
You may nave chosen legal abortion, but you didn't choose to suffer injury
Legal Action for Women
,s a non-profit organization designed to help you and other victims of inept abortions, seek reco Tse througl",
legal channels
Legal Action for Women
wih help you get assistance from lawyers skilled in medical malpractice cases Don't be victimized! Call for heIC
today. You deserve jusbce! If you've been injured by an abortion, help is only a phone call away'
,egal Action for Women is not a law firm but can refer irilured women if indicated to lawyers nationwde
11,
-800-822-67:3
(904)-474-1091.- -
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By Beverly Gabe
Staff Writer
Frani. Black
Self-titled
My mouth dropped open and I stared in
disbelief; my friend had told me that The
Pixies were no more. Was I ever going to
hear the beauteous strains they produced
again? Maybe. Lead man Black Francis
pulled a Bowie and morphed into Frank
Black, the figure who was to resurrect the
legacy left by The Pixies. But would he be
able to fill his own shoes? The debut from
Frank Black proves that, as usual, the enig-
matic figure has gone his own way yet again.
The album is a definite departure from his
work in The Pixies: it lacks the undercurrent
provided by Kim Deal and the drumming of
Dave Lovering, but it carries with it the wacki-
ness, which is obviously Black's strong suit.
"Fu Manchu" and "Brackish Boy" stand
HeadSpins
as examples of the new trend towards the
obscure and uncharted waters of strange-
ness that were present in his work with the
former hand. The difference with this solo
work is Black's unrestrained manner with
which he engages his subject matter. It
doesn't get any weirder than this folks.
Lacking the relative smoothness of tex-
ture found in his other work, these songs
sound disjointed and sometimes forced, but
remember the golden rule: always give it a
few listens before passing judgement. This
is not an instant gratification album. You
need to actively engage it.
"Los Angeles" and "Old Black Dawn-
ing" give glimpses of the lullaby vocals that
were present in the last Pixies album while
also proving themselves to be alternative
chart accessible.
Frank Black's debut is a strange new drug
for the hopeful masses of followers, craving
their Pixie-fix. While not as easy to enter as
some of the previous offerings, Frank Black
is a rewarding, if not bizarre, porthole into
the mind of a master.
Primus
Pork Soda
Is there life after "Sailing The Seas Of
Cheese?" That was the question present in
the minds of Primus fans as the new album
was released and fans waited to see if it lived
up to the expectation created by their su-
preme second album.
"Pork Soda" begins with "Pork Chop's
Little Ditty," a strange little country hoe-down
bit that prefaces "My Name Is Mud," the obvi-
ous follow-up hit to "Jerry Was A Racecar
Driver." From there the album takes off.
"Bob" features the six-string fretless bass
of Les Claypool, God of low frequencies,
while detailing the saga of his friends, one of
whom commits suicide, another shaves his
head, and another one draws pictures. Com-
mon fare from a band who has covered
subjects so diverse as the sexual exploits of
a Tom cat, deceased puppies, and the rigors
of waiting in line at the DMV.
"Now, life's a bowl of bagel dogs, but
there are unpleasantries/ Cold toilet seats,
dentist chairs, and trips to DMV."
The lyrics stand by themselves but what
sets Primus above the rest is the expert
music that accompanies them.
It takes a big person to not only share the
stage with Les Claypool, but also to match
his inventive bass licks with syncopated
drums and groovy guitar lines. Larry La
Londe and Tim "Herb" Alexander are more
than suffice as Les' bandmates, compli-
menting the revolutionary bass rilTs and
fueling the momentum of the album.
From out of the fire of their first album.
"Fizzle Fry," to the wacky journey, "Sail
ing The Seas Of Cheese," to the refreshing
taste of "Pork Soda," Primus set their mu
sic on a different dimension; one to be
entered into with wild abandon and a warped
sense of humor.
From the Bookshelf
By Andrew Davis
Staff Writer
Report on the Second Half of t he Twen-
tieth Century: Books 8-11 by Ken Norris.
"Book 8 The Book of Return" is prefaced
by a Japanese folk poem: "Such is life/ Fall-
ing over seven times/ And getting up eight."
I think that's a great way to start off the book,
one of the hest introductions I've seen.
Norris' book is a collection of poems
segmented in what he calls "books." There
are four of these "books" in his collection,
three of which have either been published in
presents:
Comedians:
Larry Norton, Mark Schneider & Cathy Byron
Friday, April 30 @ 9pm Damn Yankee
$1 w,' UM Student I.D. $3 all others Cash bar! ID
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• Student art
Student artists get a chalice to show off talents
By Stacy Major
Staff Writer
Tile 47th annual Student An Show, which
consisted of artworks ranging from oil paint-
ings to steel structures, opened at the Uni-
versity of Maine's Carnegie Hall on April
15 as a way to expose the talents of students
in the an department.
Charles Shepard, director and curator of
the university' s art museum, said the show
is made up of works from undergraduates in
the an department and students who have
shown an interest in art by taking an an class
within the past year.
lie said any student who was interested
in havinp, their work displayed could submit
their work, and there was no limit of how
many pieces each student could enter. He
said a panel of art professors and graduate
students then judged all the artwork and
selected the most creative entries.
The exhibit, which features 151 pieces
of an. consists of paintings, sculptures, col-
lages and photography. An oil painting by
Cheryl Field, titled "Once Upon a Time,"
shows different scenes of childhood memo-
ries. It is a collection of paintings of children
around a carnival carousel. Field used bright
colors in her paintings, and she added two
blocks of pink and blue to surround the
exhibit.
Cheri Walton, creator of "The Break-
fast" has her charcoal art on display. "The
Breakfast" shows a young boy staring at his
Preakfast plate next to a kitchen window.
The sketch is made with charcoal pieces
pressed against a white canvas. The char-
coal is used to most effectively create shad-
ows and control the lighting on the canvas.
"Self Portrait," a steel, wood, and plaster
piece done by Tim Mateosian, is a sculpture
of separated body parts enclosed in jail bars,
and underneath it is a pair of open hands
pressed against a block of wood. It has been
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Free as a bird - Made of found objects by Mary Facciolo in the student art exhibit at Carnegie Hall. (Lachowski photo
interpreted in a different way by each person
who has viewed it.
The art show was celebrated with a re-
ception on Friday, April 16, where awards
were presented to several students in the art
department.
The Student An Show will be on display
free of charge in Carnegie Hall until May 5.
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Get the Picture
By Brad Finch
Staff Writer
Hey! Who out there doesn't like docu-
mentaries? If you are not sure, take the
following test: If given a chance, would
you rather watch a film whose plot con-
sists entirely of the malaise-tainted inter-
personal-circus generated by a clot of
twenty-something couploids, of a real
swell compilation of footage document-
ing an entire village "populated by the
distorted look-alike descendants of Ru-
dolph Valentino;" shark hunting off the
coast of Malaysia; a Pasadena pet ceme-
tery where owners weep and surviving
pets urinate; a demonstration of life-sav-
ing techniques by the Australian Life Sav-
ers Girls Association; "snakes picked alive
from cages. skinned alive and sold (still
twitching) to housewives;" pudgy Amer-
icans doing the Hula...?
If you answered yes to the former just
skip this review and go straight to reading
Calvin and Hobbs. ALL OF THOSE DEVI-
ANTS WHO CHOSE THE LATTER JUST
KEEP ON READING!
Good choice. The film in question is
Mondo Cuae (Pronounced Kah- Neigh)
released in 1963, and composed of nearly
all genuine material. It was in fact so popu-
lar when released 30 years ago that is spurred
not only its own sequel -Mondo Cam, 2 -
but an entire genre of gonzo documentaries
- Mondo Balordo, Month) Bizarr°, Mondo
Hollywood, and Mondo Weirdo, to name a
few.
Beginning with the disclaimer: "All the
scenes that you will see in this film are true
and are taken only from life. If often they are
shocking, it is because there are many shock-
ing things in this world. Besides, the duty of
the chronicler is not to sweeten the Truth but
to report it objectively," Mondo Cane rico-
chets about the globe chronicling some of
the extremes of human behavior. The film
spends a good-deal of its length reporting all
the strange stuff humans eat - the afore
mentioned snakes, as well as, musk rat, dog.
worms au gratin; humans' horrible treat-
ment of animals; humans' horrible treat-
ment by animals; tabloid sensationalism at
its finest. Rapture!
This reviewer would like to tempt the
gentle reader to look past the inherent rac-
ism and sniggering sexism of the movie (not
to mention the sound-track that seems like it
was lifted from a Jerry Lewis comedy) and
enjoy it for what it is.. swill, sleaze, exploi-
tation. Even with its faults, this nugget of
"information disguised as entertainment,"
will provide many a hardy belly laugh and
maybe a wicked grin or two. Viva Los
NIondos!
(All quotes taken from Re/Search #11
Incredibly Strange Films - Thank you.)
• Television this weekend
A study break with a message...
By Scott Williams
AP Television Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Joanne Wood-
ward puts on a character like a second skin
and walks around inside her.
In "Blind Spot," Sunday night's Hall-
mark Hall of Fame presentation on CBS, she
plays U.S. Rep. Nell Harrington. a member
of Congress who aspire. to the U.S. Senate,
and whose family is shattered by drug addic-
tion.
Nell Harrington is an intriguing charac-
ter, hut is she walking around inside Joanne
Woodward? "It's been my perception
through the years that the people I know
who are the most together and in charge are
usually, somewhere, missing a stitch," she
said.
In 1978, the actress lost her stepson,
Scott Newman. to an accidental overdose of
alcohol and the tranquilizer diazepam. She
and her husband. Paul Newman. established
the Scott Newman Center for drug educa-
tion and recovery.
About five years ago, the center began to
explore the long-range problems of drug-
affected babies. She encountered the chil-
dren and determined to do something to get
the issue before the public.
Woodward. a co-producer. said "Blind
Spot- started out as a very different kind of
story, but emerged after three years' work.
"I wanted it to be something that people
could not reject out of hand by saying. 'Oh,
that's a minority problem," ' she said.
"That's why we purposely put it in the
upper middle class."
When a death in Nell Harrington's fain:
ily is linked to cocaine abuse, the congress-
woman must confront the press in her grief,
just as Woodward and Newman had to en-
dure the public eye after Scott's death.
Nell, she said, is the ultimate control
freak who can cope with anything. even a
personal tragedy. Only when she's forced to
confront untidy home truths does her char-
acter begin to show its darker side.
"1' e had that happen in irterviews,
years ago. when I was very young," Wood-
ward said. "I had this perceived notion of
what I was ... brought up by a nice Southern
mother and had good manners."
"It always came as such a shock if some-
one would ask me something that I consid-
ered untoward. I either was so stunned that I
was totally unable to cope with it. or I would
revert and become this" — she pauses for the
right word and smiles — "virago."
There's no quarrelsome, shrewish wom-
an here. There's an Academy and Emmy
award-winning actress who's at the top of
her form, doing the work that she loves so
well.
"If it works, if the script works in my
terms, that work gets done in some kind of
subconscious fashion," she said.
"It comes from a childhood, I think, of
playing make-believe," she said. "This for-
tunately allowed me to go into doing what I
like doing and what I did best — 'cause I
didn't know how to do anything else."
tudy at the Union
during Finals
Meet me at z_
Blues from page 5
finished eating, the electrifying sounds of
Jon Paris came blistering out of his Peavv
amp placed on the front of the drum
staging. Paris is a top notch guitarist and
blues harp player. He recently collabo-
rated with the slide guitar legend Johnny
Winter on his latest album. Paris has run
the gamut on his musical interests and
influences. He has mastered the intense,
yet soulful Ilendrixian style, but he set-
tled in with his harmonica on a regular
basis with the infamous Les Paul. Paris
played heavy beat blues, Hendrix cov-
ers. Chuck Berry, and a host of others.
With the final notes of his performance
with his trio, the Uptown Horns, who
have played with the Rolling Stones on
their "Steel Wheels" tour in America
and Europe.
The Uptown Horns' talent goes with-
out saying. They were just right. Paris
and the trio finished their set with grace
and the easy of seasoned musical veter-
ans. The Paris band or the Holmes Broth-
ers could have both claimed to be head-
liners.
The Holmes Brothers combined blues
with country, rock, gospel, R&B. and
even a taste of funk. They are a treat to
hear. They have they sweetest sounds
with their voices forming together a
sound comparable to the Neville Broth-
ers. Also. uncharacteristic of the blues.
the Holmes Brothers sport a 12 string
pedal steel guitar player. He hates to be
considered a country sounding player,
but the pedal steel definitely added a
country flavor to the Holmes brother's
stew. With the closing verses of the
Holmes Brother's show, Jon Paris added
a few of his thoughts on the blues:
(Who are your influences?)
"Jimi Hendrix. Chuck Berry, Mudd
Waters, Majic Sam, Elmore James, Les
Paul, Johnny Winter, Link Wray, Peter
Green."
(Some advice to a young guitar play-
er?)
"Be in it for the music, not the mon-
ey. Whatever instrument you play you
have to have an emotional aced to play it.
You can't strive to become a rock star.
Love it. Stay at it. You really need to love
it," Paris said.
(Definition of the blues?)
"A lot of things. They are emotional
powerful all all people have it. Blues is
emotions. Open about feelings." he said.
(Favorite guitar?)
"Fender Stratocaster, but I have a
real nice limited edition Gibson model
ES5 Switch Master, and of course! love
Les Pauls." Paris said.
(How long have you been playing
music?)
"Well. I started in junior high, play-
ing drums then I played bass, and after
college I got into guitar and harmonica...
(Plans for the future?)
"Just keep playin' I'm working on an
album right now, but I want to do so
many different things that it is hard to put
all the styles on one comprehensive al-
bum."
Overall, NYC Rock 'n Blues was not
a show to have missed.
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• At UMaine
Steroids are a problem
for college athletes
Anat)olic steroids are not an uncommon
thing at the University of Maine.
Robert Dana. Substance Abuse Services
coordinator at Cutler Health said he sees
steroid use a lot outside of athletics and that it
can be seen in the surrounding community
and in any gym.
He said the reasons for steroid use are for
performance enhancement and looking good.
Dana said this has been a problem on
campus since competition in athletics started
and recently has become a general problem.
He said 3.8 percent abuse steroids at the
college level.
"Young people get such immediate gains
out of these drugs that they don't really look
down the road," Dana said.
The book Drug Use And Misuse gives the
definition of anabolic steroids as synthetic
drugs resembling the male sex hormone tes-
tosterone. Testosterone has a role in deter-
mining male sexual characteristics as well as
helping build body tissues and repair dam-
aged tissue.
The book states that these steroids were
developed in the 1930s in Nazi Germany. By
the late 1950s these steroids were being used
by American athletes.
Drug Use And Misuse said the most com-
mon physical side effects are acne, balding
and reduced sexual desire. ln m-en, often there
is atrophy of the testes and as a result a decline
in sperm count. There is also an enlargement
of the breasts. These effects are usually re-
versible
In females, masculinizing effects occur.
whidi are usually irreversible. Tbl.se are
growth of facial and chest hair, baldness.
deepening of the voice, breast shrinkage,
clitoral enlargement and menstrual irregular-
ities.
Other causes for concen are changes in
cholesterol levels and damage to liver func-
tion.
The NCAA randomly 1C,IN football and
By Karla Stansbury track twice a year.
Staff Writer Robert Lehnhard, strength and condition-
ing coach, said since 19X9, when the testing
began. the three football players who tested
positive before spring break were the fast.
These players are. Jeff Mottola, Howard
Eddy and Gary Greaves.
Mottola was a senior kicker from Somers
Point, NJ.; Eddy. a redshirt freshman, defen-
sive lineman from Melrose, Mass.; and
Greaves a redshirt quarterback/linebacker
from Miami.
"If you have 100 athletes, you don't want
them to be judged by he mistakes of others,"
Lehnhard said.
He said the athletes are frequently told not
to go near steroids.
"They made a mistake and they paid
dearly for it," Lehnhard said. 'They new the
consequences before they made that choice."
Lehnhard said steroids are not tolerated at
all and that this incident if anything will
reinforce that.
Jack Cosgrove, head football coach said
he doesn't think anyone knew about this
before the tests came back positive.
"I don't think anyone knows it's going on
'because you don't want to know it' s going on,
and we don't want to encourage it,"Cosgrove
said.
Mike Ploszek, director of athletics said he
thinks one of these athletes left campus, but
he couldn't give a positive response.
He said when an athlete tests positive,
they lose a year of eligibility from the date of
the lust test, and can not compete at all during
that year. After that year, the athlete has to
apply for restoration of eligibility.
Ploszek said these athletes also lost their
athletic scholarship aid.
"It wgs a very unfortunate move on the
part of these guys," Ploszek said.
He said the problem was handled very
strictly, very confidential and very swiftly.
think we would be naive to think there
isn't some steroid use on campus or in the
community." Ploszek said. "People just have
to realize it's better to live long and healthy."
Yiknow, you're an expensive girlfriend
Stillwater Village Apartments
Nov renting for September 1, 1993
1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments. Heat & hot water included.
Stove, refrigerator, dish washer, garbage disposal, laundry fa:Alines on property.
Some pets allowed on first floor apartments.
I bedroom units S370/month
2 bedroom units S525/month
3 bedroom units S660/month 866-2658
IFirst month rent paid now will guarantee apartment for September 1.
Delivery to Campus
947-6969
Finest Oriental Cuisine
Since 1979
• Banquet Facilities
Take-out Service
Gift Certificates
JV
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
Bangor Mall Boulevard, next to the Cinema • 947-6969
• Lithuanian student
Edmund Muskie Scholarship
, „
winner swaying at UMaine
By Yilan Nuna
Volunteer VVriter
An Edmund Muskie Scholarship winner
is studying at the University of Maine.
Nida Paulauskaite, a graduate student in
business administration, is the first and only
student from Lithuania at UMaine since
Lithuania became an independent country.
"This is a good opportunity for me,"
Paulauskaite said. "I like the American ed-
ucation system. It is more challenging."
According to Holly Chase, coordinator
of the International Student Program, ap-
proximately 500 hundred international stu-
dents come from all over the world to
UMaine. Among this number, half of them
are graduate students and the others are
undergraduate students.
Chase said most of the graduate students
have a scholarship or assistance from the
university. Paulauskaite is a high level schol-
arship winner from the United States.
Paulauskaite had won the Edmund Musk-
ie scholarship in the spring of 1992 and
came to the University of Maine in August.
Her advisor is Roderick Forsgren, direc-
tor of graduate programs, said the Muskie
Fellowship is a prestigious scholarship which
previously was called the Benjamin Frank-
lin Fellowship.
According to Forsgren, Muskie was a
senator from the State of Maine who was the
initiator of this scholarship program for the
former Soviet I. In ion. The 1992 was the first
year for the program of this scholarship and
90 universities applied the program through-
out the United States.
He said there are some good universities
involved in the program such as Har,ard,
Stanford University and the University of
Maryland. UMaine was selected for its busi-
ness program. The fellowship program is
sponsored by the United Information Agen-
cy which funds law, economics, business
administration and public administration
fields.
"Students must be well qualified to be
accepted to this scholarship," Forsgren said.
Paulauskaite said she didn't expect to
win such a high level scholarship because
there were 100 applicants who competed
with her in her country, and only eight won
the scholarship.
Before this opportunity, she said she had
been planning to go to Europe to study and
she applied to study Economics in Central
Europe University in Prague, Czechoslova-
kia.
"It was a great shock to me," she said. "I
have never thought about coming to Amer-
ica to study and I didn't have any idea of
coming to the University of Maine."
Paulauskaite was an instructor at the
Kansas University of Technology for three
years before she came here. She taught man-
agement in the Organization Management
Department at her university. She was also
See MUSKIE on page 21
The
Student
Academic
Conference
Travel Fund
for Under
graduate
Students will
hold its third
competition of
the academic
year. This fund serves
undergraduate students
who need financial assistance
for travel to meetings/conferences
of an academic nature Applications must be
submitted to the Office of Academic Affairs
(209 Alumni Hall) by May 3, 1993. Money will be
awarded for
travel taking
place between
May 3, 1993
and October 4,
1993. Applications
can be obtained at
the Office of Academic
Affairs, 20 Alumni Hall,
or by calling 1-1617.
Pe.
Welcome to the obligatory -End-of-my-college-career/tenure-
as-editor" column. I know you'll be as thrilled to read it as I am to
write it.
It's a tradition as old as Methuselah and as exciting as your bi-
annual trip to the dental hygienist. This is where 1 wax poetic
about the job, the university, and life in general. I'm supposed to
write thoughtful, insightful musings about college and sound like one of those really
cheesy Jesus Christ of the Latter Day Saints ads. While you read this, you're
supposed to jot down the pearls of wisdom and tape them to your door.
I'll let you in on a little secret, I hate these columns because they are the most self-
serving 16 inches ever created, other than...well...let's not get in that.I've read these
babies in the past and my general reaction was "Who cares?" But, the temptation to
be self-serving is too great and I would honestly feel bad if I didn't publicly, and
vaguely, thank a few hundred people.
OK, let's see, Step 1: Thank people on the staff (even the people you think are
stupid and hate)."
I'm not going to name names because you know who you are. Plus, if I leave out
the people I'm less than fond of, they'll know who they are. And, when I inevitably
become a world-famous whatever and Time comes around for quotes, you'll tell
them I suck because I left you out of my farewell column. Even Kasparov doesn't
think this far ahead.
Regardless, it has been an honor to work with you. Thanks for putting up with me.
Step Two: Raz .vour enemies one last time. Nope, too eas), but you know who you are.
Step Three: Thank assorted cohorts/friends (smartly) not involved with the paper.
in order of importance. Well, I see we have a 26-way tie for last place.. .1 don't have
the room, but you, as well, know who you are, as well as who you aren't.
Step Four: Thank long-suffering roommate. To my Credit Union workin'-chess
playin'-chick chasin'-Subaru drivin'-gray hair turnin'-computer game playin'-golf
lovin'-drum beatin' -dirty jokin'-big drinkin'-goofy grin wearin' -modem dialing
roommate of Italian heritage: I shall miss you most of all, my friend. Sniff.
Step Five: Thank curmudgeonly big-blue-van-driving advisor. What do you say
to a man who's seen it all? Thanks.
Step Six: Thank old friend from Quincy nicknamed 'Booger.' Well, Boogs engage
this: May you work on spec for the rest of your life.
Step Seven: Get poetic. I will never know the feeling of scoring a goal at Alfond
or.. well, I guess there's nothing else big is there? Anyway, I may never do a lot of things
on this campus, but in my mind, I've done the best thing. I've never learned more or had
more fun anywhere in my entire life. I doubt I ever vvill. It's a shame you will never know
the feeling, because it is huge. Just like a the deity of your choice picks a certain few to be
great athletes or brilliant students, he also picks a select few to do this job, and in m) mind,
s just as rewarding, exciting and powerful as anything on this campus.
Step Eight: Close with dramatic apropos quotes from populer music/culture.
"What a long, strange trip it's ueen," -That's the news Ads and I am out. .1 here"?
Too stupid, too stupid.
Nahhhhh... I'm going to close with a quote Dan Acicroyd said about Saturday
Night Live. It's more applicable to The Campus than anything I've ever read:
"Those who were here will know, and will always know.
'Those who weren't here will never know, and will be forgotten."
Melissa Adams has left the basement and sincerely hopes her next job has nothing
to do with the phrase "Do you want fries with that?" 
The
 Maine Campus
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• Column
The Big Goodbye
Melissa Adams
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• Summertime
Break the rules during break
It's that time of year again. Finals are
quickly, maybe too quickly approaching.
Students are still desperately looking for
summer employment, a summer place to
live, something, anything to do this summer.
Many, full-time, fee-paying, students
either can't find work at home or if they
are lucky, find work in the Orono area.
Many others, trying to rush through
their degree, either to avoid future tuition
raises or just because they have nothing
better to do this summer, enroll in May
Term and other summer session classes.
No matter what happens or why,
Orono, and the University of Maine cam-
pus, is not the deserted ghost town depart-
ing students imagine it to be.
University administrators seem to have
the same misperception.
Parking is the first issue which comes
to mind. Parking permits are still valid, no
problem there. But the parking rules still
111MINIk 
remain the same, regardless of the fact that
the majority of summer classes end at
noon every day of the week.
Why not make life easier, and create a
"kinder gentler" university by moving the
restricted parking hours back from 4 p.m.
to noon or 1 p.m.
Issue number two is the $35 fee on the
use of athletic facilities during the summer.
Full-time students already pay a fee to
use those same facilities during the regular
school year. The fact is with schoolwort
outside work and just plain homework, most
don't take full advantage of those facilities.
Admittedly the university has the right
to charge for their use. And $35 isn't going
to break most people's bank.
But why not allow full-time, fee-pay-
ing students, who are in the area for the
summer, to use the athletic facilities free
of charge?They have already paid their
fair share. (DMK)
• 1993-94
 Get ready
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Another school year has come to an
end and it's time to go out into the world,
at least for a summer.
Some University of Maine students
will be spending their summer working in
Bar Harbor, or in hometowns across the
state or across the country.
Life seems relatively safe while in
college. For the most part, a person doesn't
have to worry about finding a real job, or
a place to go home to at night, or even
about hanging out all night. College is the
equivalent to friends, good times and 24-
hour day care for Amost grown-ups.
The "real" world isn't much like that
And if one was to take a good look at college
life, itreally isn't all that safe and cheery either.
While you were being lulled into a
sense of security during this past school
year, and even just this semester, a lot of
things have happened on this campus that
go on every day "out there."
University of Maine students have
been exposed to racial, sexual, and sexual-
orientation discrimination and violence.
You may not have heard about it or read it
in the newspaper, but it has happened.
Students who will be returning and those
who are soon to be alumni can act now to
make this university even better next year.
Plan to be involved in Student Government
on some level, petition for programs that are
worth saving if they are in jeopardy, check-
out joining the late night escort service or
volunteering for the Student Helpline. There
needs to be more lighting on campus and
many nu, coanges that need somebody to
fight for them. (MP)
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• Campus Living
Giving students reasons to find a new place to live
To the editor:
You are sound asleep in your nice, warm
bed. It is between the hours of one and four
in the morning and you have a major test at
9 a.m. It is also 40 degrees below zero
outside but you don't care because you are
warm. You are sleeping, sleeping, sleep-
ing, sleeping ....
Aaaaaaaanggggggg!
The fire alarm has gone off for the fif-
teenth time this week because of some mo-
ron in your dorm. I have often wondered
whether or not there is a direct correlation
between pulling fire alarms and having a
sexual dysfunction.
What is with these idiots? It is apparent
that just because they are flunking out of
college and are miserable means that they
must make the rest of us who are trying to
make something out of ourselves suffer.
My word to them is to keep to themselves
or pack up and go home. The weird thing is
that I have been on academic probation and
have not had the desire to pull an alarm.
I often question the statement "an insti-
tution of higher learning." Don't forget
folks, that it was UMaine who let these
social and academic rejects into our dormi-
tories, or should I say "mainstreamed" un-
selectively.
By the way, my dorm damage bill came
to $15 last semester. Multiply that by over
260 people and you an get a feel for how
much these delinquents cost us all. Did you
ever think that UM is making the rest of us
pay the their mistake in letting these guys
in here?
• Orono Police
No officer is omniscient
To the Editor:
As a wife of a retired police officer (who
did not die within five years of retirement),
I find Orono Police Sergeant Rogers' com-
ments about the field of law enforcement
very objectionable and disgusting. For a
man with a masters degree level of educa-
tion, it is amazing to me that in five years
he has "seen it all."
In the real world, any profession or occupa-
tion is constantly changing and evolving. No
one has seen it all and done it all regardless of
the field. Further, self growth and occupational
growth comes from a realization that there is
always more to pursue and learn.
As to his comments regarding the wages
in the profession or the satisfaction of the
profession, if it is so bad — Why did he
stay? Perhaps because he was unable to suc-
cessfully develop his skills in another field
for which he was educationally prepared?
Although retired from the department,
my husband continues to work in law en-
forcement Yes he has left the street work to
younger men and women, however he is still
active and involved. I believe strongly that
Sergeant Rogers portrayal of the profession
is his personal opinion and not an opinion
shared by the majority in the profession!
I believe members of the UMaine Public
Safety Department are far more professional
and progressive in their thinking than to be
"pumped to lock people up." An arrest in-
volves more than the person being arrested.
There is family, circumstance, environment,
and the offence all to be considered. Believe
me "lock up" is a last resort. Any progres-
sive and educated officer I have ever had the
pleasure of knowing realizes this.
Lois-Ann Holmes
It is a tradition for the Hilltop Dorms
to participate in "alarm wars" or what I
call -the battle of the lower mentalities."
There seems to be a competition before
the semester is up to see who can pull the
most alarms in what dorm. Ignorant indi-
viduals.
After two years of this juvenile activity I
have seen perfectly happy and healthy peo-
ple turn into sick and violent psychopaths.
People have failed tests and have gone else-
where because of a constant lack of sleep,
not to mention a lack of a sense of security
since they feel so invaded.
Yes, these little boys who cry wolf and
cause the village people to come running in
their firetrucks to the meadow are a severe
menace to our small society. Of course, our
shepherds will never punish them severely
because of a fear of lost revenue. The per-
petrators will be shipped to a new dorm or
slapped on the hand if caught. You know,
maybe someday one of the sheep in the
flock will be seriously hurt or even killed
because it ignored the real cry that had been
cried ten thousand times before.
My final word is to crack down on these
little boys and don't let them make us live
in such a hostile environment. Take a hint,
ResLife, this is only one of the thousands
of reasons why people are moving off-cam-
pus next year. If one could purchase• a
Porche 944 cheaper than a rusted-out Yugo
with a blown motor, you'd buy the Yugo,
wouldn't you? I thought so.
Ryan Peary
Somerset Hall
• Orono Police
Opinions expressed by
officer are not mutual
To the Editor:
The following members of The
Orono Police Benevolent Association
would like the citizens of Orono, the
students and faculty of the University
of Maine and the public, to know that
the various opinions, viewpoints and
judgments expressed by an Orono Po-
lice Department Sergeant in a profile
of him in the April 28th edition of The
Maine Campus are soley his opinions
and feelings and not those of the un-
dersigned police officers.
We take great pride in our chosen pro-
feFsion and put much effort into doing our
jobs whit the highest degree of pmfes-
sionalism possible.
We hope that the law enforcement of-
ficer described in this profile is not the
picture that comes to mind when we, or
any other law enforcement officers from
across our state and nation, are loaked
upon or looked to for assistance by the
public. •
Roger V. Gray
Bruce Bragdon
Gregory J. Stone
Bob Bryant
Harland Leavitt
Forrest Davis
Richard E. Bryant
• Homosexuality
Sexual preference is not at all about will power
To the Editor:
Ben Springer, as a born-again Christian,
certainly must know that onanism (male mas-
turbation or birth control by coitus interrup-
tus) and fornication (sexual intercourse out-
side of marriage) are also "abominations" in
the Bible. And Ben, sodomy—as any law-
abiding citizen knows—includes oral sex
and applies to heterosexual as well as homo-
sexuals. I hope you have taken appropriate
spiritual measures or made other "lifestyle"
changes to avoid eternal damnation and/or
jail terms.
Religion is a lifestyle, including a belief
system, you can change; it is protected by
the First Amendment of the Constitution.
Sexual orientation means what it says: it is
a human status like gender, race, or disabil-
ity andshould be protected as the latter are
by other Constitutional Amendments or fed-
eral laws, and for the same reasons.
I had no control over the fact that before
puberty (and before I knew anything about
sex) I got crushes on boys in my 6th grade
class. As an adult, I have no control over
the fact that I am not sexually aroused if the
associated sexual stimulus is from a wom-
an, while if the sexual stimulus comes from
a male I may be sexually aroused. Just as
you. Ben, may be attracted to a women but
are not in a constant state of arousal from
every woman you see. I have exactly as
much control over what turns me cri as you
do, Ben. So don't give me the line about
"will power" unless you really believe you
could will yourself into being turned on by
a guy, or that you "chose" to be a hetero-
sexual and that you "choose" to be turned
on physically by women instead of men.
As far as "sodomy" goes: gay men and
women are not obsessed with ma!e anal sex.
Religious fundamentalists are. Gay people
know there are many more ways to express 9ur
love physically for each other than by mindless
hole-plugging, an activity much more favored
by young heterosexual males, if locker-room
and bar-mom bragging is to be believed. Some
gay men like anal intercourse, others don't like
it at all and others are indifferent. After all,
thereare a zillion ways for two people to have
orgasms together; gay men and lesbians do
everything straight people do except genital
intercourse. It would he unfair for me to say
straight people must have boring sex because
the only thing they do is "missionary position
slam-barn, thank you ma'am." So why this
obsessive equation of gay love-making with
anal sex? Unless the obsessed ones like Ben
actually do believe there are only two ways to
do it: slam-barn or anal, in which case depri-
vation would explain their fascination with the
only "other— bad" way of having sex.
Finally, on 10 percent v. 1 percent: Kin-
sey actually said there were about 4 percent
of the male population that was "exclusive-
ly Immosexuai" for all of their lives and 37
percent who had at least one homosexual
experience to tile point of orgasm at some
point in their lives. The 10 percent comes
from a combination of the exclasively ho-
mosexual 4 percent a relatively constant
proportion) and a variable 6 percent who
are what we could call "practicing or ex-
perimenting homosexuals" and/or bisexu-
als at any given time.
The newest studies completed here and in
Europe have not been free of severe criticism
from statisticians and social scientists (straight
and gay alike): both the construction of the
questions and the types of interviews have
1,-,en questioned. Sam Garwood also failed to
mention that the book he cited, Reisman and
Eichel's Kinsey. Sex and Fraud, is an extreme
right wing hatchet job on the Kinsey Institute
(with Pat Buchanan or Rush Limbaugh stan-
dards of scholarship) by two discredited au-
thors whose main activities are appearing on
tabloid TV shows to plug their otherwise un-
noticed book. There is an excellent expose of
the hook, its authors, their history, affiliatims
and motivations in the Dec. 11, 1990 issue of
the Village Voice. Otherwise, nobody has paid
them any attention.
Will Steele
Old Town
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• Student Government
Let's fight for our future
I am N, ery happy to finally be able to
address the students at the University as
President of Student Government. I am
looking forward la a very productive year
in which Student Government will be more
in touch with and more responsive to stu-
dents' needs. I encourage all students to get
involved with Student Governmer when
you return in the fall, for government can-
not function without participation.
I write today, however, to urge every stu-
dent to do something before the end of the
school year. It is vital that every student, and
every parent of every student, who attends
this university write a short letter or make a
short telephone call to his or her legislators.
Please call or write to your state senator and
representative and urge then to support Bud-
get 'B,' which supports level funding for edu-
cation and the University of Maine System,
and to vote down Budget 'A,' the budget
proposed by the Governor which includes
devastating cuts for this campus.
We here at the University of Maine have
taken all the cuts we can. We have already been
forced to cut hack, eliminate positions, raise
tuition, and start planning for downsizing:1f the
Governor's budget passes and we are cut again,
we will have more of this, iJuding the possi-
bility of another tuition increase. We cannot
allow this to take place. Call or write your
legislators, and tell your parents to do the same.
If you need their addresses or phone numbers,
come to the Student Government office on the
third floor of the Memorial Union, or call 581 -
1775, and we will give them to you.
Now that school is ending, the only way we
can save our funding and r ur university is to
jam the mailboxes and phone lines in Augusta
from now until when the Governor's budget is
voted on, and Budget 'B' is voted in.
Please, take a few minutes from your
busy schedule and do your part to fight the
budget cuts. Your future, and our future,
depends upon it.
Collin Worster
President, Student Government
• Career Center
Supporters
were greatly
appreciated
To the Editor:
The Career Center staff extends a
warm and heartfelt thanks to all of you
who supported us during our recent ef-
forts to keep career services centralized
on campus.
We greatly appreciate students, fac-
ulty, and others taking time from hec-
tic schedules to make their voices
heard.
Again, thank you for supporting cen-
tralized career services at the University
of Maine.
The Career Center
staff members
• Career Center
Numerous cuts are taking their toll
To the Editor:
Dear President Hutchinson,
You seem like a man who is in touch
with the students. Your past efforts have
shown you as an individual w ho cares about
the University and its community.
I hope that you will come to the con-
clusion that eliminating the Career Cen-
ter is not a good decision. I will graduate
inMay of this year. Since October. 1992 I
have actively participated at the Career
Center.
The Career Center is one of the few
services on this campus that actually is
effective.
I have had in excess of 25 interviews
through the center. I don't know of any
other outlet where such a resource of gain-
ing interviews exists. The Career Center
has also given me guidance on interview-
ing techniques and resume writing.
I can not say enough on how well run the
Career Center is. If eliminating the center
and breaking up its services is an option,
don't bother! As it is all other departmental
staffs are overworked.
Giving them another activity in which
they don't know much about is counter
productive. A centrally located center is the
only effective means of bringing compa-
nies to our University. Future graduates
will lose a great service if the center is
spread out.
Let's face the facts, having a degree
from the University of Maine doesn't ex-
actly open doors for you. I have received
several job offers due directly to the use of
the Career Center. Without the center I
would have lost an edge that many Maine
graduates need.
I believe it is time for you to speak to the
University System. We can't support seven
campuses in such a small state. Let's cut
our losses and save what is left of the Uni-
versity of Maine.
In conclusion, if anyone asks me if
they should attend the University of Maine
I will tell them no! I will suggest that
they go to a school that is supported by
its state.
The one thing that this state needs is
better education. And every time you
turn around we receive another budget
cut.
Stephen S. Smith
• Career Center
Facing the reality of unemployment
To the Editor.
Dear President Hutchinson,
My name is Jenn Whittemore and I am
a senior English major here at the Univer-
sity of Maine. In 17 days I will be graduat-
ing from this University with a Bachelor
of Arts in English and a Certification in
Secondary Education. However, in seven-
teen days I will also enter the ranks of the
unemployed. This is where your decision
to eliminate the Career Center hurts the
most.
So far the Career Center has not only
helped me to perfect my resume, hut it has
also set up a file which can be sent to
prospective employers. and I have only
just begun to use its services!) Since it is
absolutely necessary for me. (and many
others. I am sure), to maintain part-time
employment while finishing my studies. I
have very little free time.
In the job-search process, I can com-
pensate for that lack of time by making
efficient use of the Career Center's filing
system.
This system makes my stre,sful and time-
consuming job search easier and perhaps
even enjoyable. (I know, it sounds crazy,
but it's true.)
But the filing sy stem is not all the Career
Center offers. The Career Center also gives
students like myself the support we need to
keep our heads above water and the encour-
agement we need to keep trying. You don't
need the Career Center; your job is not en-
danger. yet. (who, knows what the next bud-
get cuts will bring!) However, many stu-
dents here do need its services, In today's
economy, where jobs are scarce and virtual
perfection is required, the Career Center is
the only hope many of us have.
All that is left to do is to urge you to
reconsider your decision to eliminate the
Career Center. After all, one of the incen-
tives to attend the University of Maine is its
ability to place students in jobs after gradu-
ation.
If you cut that, with what are we left? I
can't give enough emphasis to the Career
Center's importance in my job search, and
I am sure hundreds, maybe thousands, of
others feel the same way.
Thank you for your time, and once an
please reconsider.
• Greeks
Thanks for
the coverage
To the Editol
Last Monday's paper marked the end of
Greek Week with the wrap-up article about
Greek Week by Lori Glazier. On behalf of
I nterfraternity and Panhellenic Council, I
would like to commend her on her cover-
age of all the events. Greek Week this year
was a very exciting and fun week for all of
those who planned and participated in it. I
would like to thank Lori for her superb
articles, making sure all the names .'ere
correct and for making sure all of our events
and efforts did not go unnoticed. I also
would like to thank ASAP for their assis-
tance in putting together the Greek Beat
Extra. Thanks to all the Greeks who helped
pull off one of the greatest Greek weeks in
UMaine History.
Margaret Healey
Public Relations
Panhellenic Council
Jennifer S. Whittemoic [
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Maine Campus Firefighting Special
• A fire photog?
Playing
with fire
and film
Capt. LeCleire meets the
press.
By Joe Lachowski
Staff Photographer
I couldn't believe it
when Capt. LeCleire
(Uncle Lorin) hired me
on as a fire photogra-
pher. All I could think
about was flames and
awesome photos. All I
got was smoke and dirty
equipment. And a lot of
flak for missing the
biggest fire of the year.
But once I got to know
the guys, they became an
extended family. A year
later. I have some good
photos, great friends,
and awesome memories.
• Fire School
UMaine students dedicated to fighting firesBy S.R. Judd
Staff Writer
There are II students at the
.University of Maine who play a
very important role in preserving
the welfare of their fellow stu-
dents.
Lorin LeCleire, captain of the
Orono Fire Department, said the
student firefighters are an impor-
tant aspect of the community.
"Out of our 25 member call
division, 10 of those people are
college students.. .There is no ques-
tion that in the school year they are
the n.ost active participants in the
call division (of the fire depart-
ment)," LeCleire said.
"They are young, energetic,
highly motivated. ..and they are al-
ways right there when you have a
call," he said.
LeCleire said every fifth day
the student fire-fighters are re-
quired to respond to calls through
a rotating shift system. There are
two guys per shift and they are
required to respond to everything
on campus with the fire engine.
He said the students are not
restricted to on-campus calls. They
can respond to other calls in town
or on the interstate without the
engine.
LeCleire said the station on
campus was created in the late
1970s and was its own depart-
ment, employed with custodians,
engineers, and other members of
the campus community. In 1989,
the Orono Fire Department merged
with the university department to
become one.
"We got rid of the duplication
of services. There were two agen-
cies providing the same
service.. There was a name change
but the faces never changed," he
Larry Bruen and Jon Kavanagh listen as Capt. LeCleire instructs them about pumps and hoses
said.
Students have always been en-
couraged to join the fire depart-
ment in Orono, as far back as 13
years ago, LeCleire said.
Though there are usually only
10 spots designated for students in
 1=M• 
need any license to drive one. You
simply have to receive the proper
training that everyone must go
through before they drive the en-
gine.
"They would prefer that you
have a regular class three driver's
"They are young energetic and highly
motivated.. .and they are always right there
when you have a call" —
Captain Lorin LeCleire
Orono Fire Department.
the department, there are 11 in-
volved this year. Ten of them have
the training to actually drive the
fire engine.
"A lot of guys don't want to
drive due to the simple fact that
they want to fight fire," LeCleire
said. "They would rather be inside
having the glory and where the fun
and excitement is."
LeCleire said there is an ex-
emption for fire vehicles—you don't
license. We encourage any of our
drivers to have a class two license-
some of them have class one li-
censes," he said.
Bart Bradbury, a student fire-
fighter from Bridgewater, is one
student with a class one license.
"It's just like driving a rig- ex-
cept it's got lights and sirens,"
Bradbury said.
Tom Sylvester, another student
from The Forks, said fire-fighting
is a challenge for him.
Jon Kavanagh, from West
Boylston, Mass., said he plans to
go full time in firefightine (lice he
graduates. The engine driving pre-
sents a challenge as well as the
fire-fighting.
"Its totally different. I have a
Honda Prelude. It handles totally
different because you have to slow
down for corners," he said.
"You never know what is going
to happen. Some people go bungee
jumping. others go rafting—I raft
for a living," he said.
Sylvester said he has driven
large vehicles in the past but even
with the lights and siren there is
still a lot more responsibility driv-
ing an engine.
"We have a very strict driving
policy...we spend a lot of time
coaching. them on speed. We preach
a lot about professionalism. No-
body is any good if they are hurt or
hurt someone else on the way to a
(see FIRE SCHOOL page 16)
• UMaine Fire Dept
On-call and full-time firefighters benefit from teamwork
Bart Bradbury resets a smoke alarm after a fire in Knox Hall.
By Matt Wickenheiser
Staff Writer
It's been two and a half years
since the Orono and University of
Maine Fire Departments merged.
From all reports, this year's
UMaine student on-call team is the
most exceptional yet.
The only problem with the on-
call students is that they will even-
tually graduate.
"We always hate to lose good
people, and there's a lot of guys up
there who are real good," Orono
Fire Chief Robert Burke said.
Burke had nothing but commen-
dations for the students, dedicated.
committed and excellent were only
a few of the words he used to
describe them.
The merge of departments came
about through the wishes of both
the town of Orono and UMaine.
Burke said the merge was success-
ful, and that avoiding hurt feelings
was a delicate process.
Orono's fire officers answered
the university firefighter's ques-
tions, and invited them all to join
the Orono department as part of
the on-call force.Twenty or so
people joined, and many faded out
after a time, largely au c to students
who graduated.
Burke felt the original team still
had allegiance to their original de-
partment, and may not have been
100 per cent comfortable with the
transition.
lie is quite pleased with the force
he has now, however. In many
cases, on-call firefighters don't get
(see UMAINE page 16)
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A Day in the
Life Well, actually, about
nine months, in the 111 11
life of UMaine and Orono
firefighters. Not to
mention Maine C6mpus
photographer Joe Lachowski who
was "on call" all year to record
the duties and day to day
activities of local firemen. As he
found out., and as is reflected in
these pages, they do a lot more
than just fight fires.
Our thanks go to
the Orono Fire
Department for
their cooperation in
this year long
project.
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Beginning in the upper right: Bryan llardison demonstrates fire
equipment to a group of pre-schoolers; Bud Webb uses a pike pole
to Knipe burning debris from Stillwater Apartments; firefighters
attack a vehicle fire by Alumni Hall; Old Town firefighter Roger Sirios
is exhausted alter
battling a blaze in Old
Town; Chris fife practices
an ice rescue on the
Stillwater River; Bryan
Hardison and Steve
Goodwin wrap presents
collected for needy
.60.1111.
1.01, •
pedal Section photos by Joe Lachowski
6ection design by Damon Kiesow
families at
Christmastime; Bud
Webb secures Mike
LeClair as he
checks on a chimny
fire; Matt Grindle
mans the pumps on
engine 240; jumping
out of bed and
responding to
a fire at night
is not
41 N".
uncommon;
an Orono
firefighter
approaches a
roof fire on
Middle St.
•I.
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Fire School from page 13
call," LeCleire said.
"Since the merger, which has
been two years, there have been
no accidents," said LeCleire,
knocking on wood.
He said there are different
classes of firetrucks, A being the
best rank.
The truck located in the univer-
sity station of the department is a
class A pumper.
He said the students get paid
for attending drills. They must at-
tend two a month and they receive
$12.50 for each drill they attend.
They also receive $5 an hour
for driver training drills, and they
can receive payment for fire fight-
ing when they respond to a gen-
eral alarm.
"But, they don't get paid for
Steve Coffey lays out hose.
the regular fire alarms. They just
do it out of dedication and volun-
teering," LeCleire said.
Not all the duties of a student
fire-fighter is the glory of battling
blazes.
"Probably the number one cause
of our damage on campus here is
water problems. More property is
destroyed or damaged in the course
of the year by water than just about
any thing else," he said.
LeCleire said the call division
has also been trained in hazardous
materials.
Many students have left the
Orono fire department to go on to
careers in fire-fighting, and others
have gone back to there home towns
to join the departments there,
LeCleire said.
The current members of the stu-
dent fire-fighters are from all over.
There are members from northern
places like The Forks, Maine and
there are members from southern
places like Berlin Mass. LeCleire
said.
"It gives us a chance to meet
some different people. A lot of
them come to us with experience
from a fire department already,"
he said.
LeCleire said the student fire-
fighters must attend 75 percent of
the drills, 50 percent of all calls,
and 100 percent of their on duty
status when they are a part of the
force.
A lot of that they don't get
paid for, and the students don't
get as much respect as the adult
fire-fighters.
"There are no more problems
with student fire-fighters than there
are with other members of the call
force," he said. "They all know the
actions of one will reflect all of
therm':
LeCleire said he wants to stress
the department does encourage fe-
males to apply to the department.
"We don't have any on this se-
mester, but we do have sonic that
have applied for the next," he said.
"I think having students on the
call force helps us relate betteeto
students," LeCleire said.
Even in a HazMat response there's always time for humor.
16
Bryan Hardison washes down hoses after a fire.
UMaine from page 13
along with professional firefight-
ers in the same department.
There's no conflict between call
and pay, Burke said, they mesh
well as a team. There's no "we're
better than you" philosophy, he
added, and that point's to heart,
dedication, and character.
Budd Webb, Omno's fire pre-
vention officer, works along with
the on-call students.
According to Webb, the students
have exactly the same responsi-
bilities as the other firefighters,
and in some cases, more.
Some students with previous ex-
perience can be used for firefight-
ing soon after they are hired, but
many have to go through a good
deal of initial training.
The UMaine on-call team also
keeps a duty crew at the station on
campus. Their main functions are
to keep their engine in top shape
and to respond to calls with the
UMaine engine.
In addition to this, certain UMaine
firefighters also take on the re-
sponsibilities of dormitory com-
plex marshal.
A complex marshal helps with
inspections in his complex, ser-
vices faulty alarms, is often a first-
responder to calls in his area and
aids in fire preven'ion and educa-
tion on campus.
According to Burke, each com-
plex marshal must take tests, both
written and oral, and are hired con-
sidering intelligence, dedication,
and financial need- campus living
offers the marshals a discount on
room and board.
Both Webb and Burke felt that
relations between the university
and Orono have improved as a
result of the merge and coopera-
tion.
Not only has the department
henefitted from the services given
by each of the students, but the
firefighters has also profited thanks
to their time with the Orono de-
partment.
Burke feels the experience of work-
ing with the department is critical to
the growth of each of the students.
Working at something different than
what you want to focus on in life gels
you out of the mind set of having one
purpos in life, and gives you diver-
sity, Burke said.
"A lot of pride and dedication
goes into a firefighter's life, and
that is a little part of them that they
can carry on into their life," Burke
said of the students, "That's a spe-
cial breed of character in my book."
UMaine on-call firefighters:
Chad Abbot, Bart Bradbury,
Laurence Bruen, Steve Coffey,
Dave Couglin,Chris Fife.
Jon Kavanagh, Pete Metcalf,
Jamie Quimby, Tom Sylvester,
Dave Jenkins, Thomas Perkins
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Carl Paul
For Friday, October 2
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
You have a distinctive personal style all
your own. You are no stranger to somm
and hard times, and these experiences have
made you both stronger and more respon-
sive to the suffering of others. You learn
from your mistakes and those of others.
Nothing is wasted on you.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): A broad-
based approach to a creative project gives
your imagination ample room to expand
and compose. Detail work holds little inter-
est for you: delegate such matters to some-
one who enjoys them.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): You
may be forced to take an active role to
rescue a partner or friend from financial
ruin. Put any ill feelings aside for the sake
of the greater good and bury the hatchet
with an estranged family member.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20: Stand
ready to take as measured risk with your
own resources if the right opportunity should
suddenly present itself, but don't overex-
tend yourself. Expect to succeed and you
will!
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): Rumors
that you hear on the street, no matter how
much you wish to dismiss them, have a
foundation in fact. File the information away
for future use, it may become profitable.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Breaking free
from the status quo enables you to explore
new areas of interest and pursue avenues
you didn't even know existed! Gains can be
made in physical vitality and overall health.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): A minor
crisis appears on the horizon, but it's not as
had as it seems. Overreacting in this in-
stance will oily make matters worse, so
deal with it as best as you can and things
will improve shortly.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): You may
temporarily lose control over your personal
affairs, as others gain the upper hand in
negotiations. Tone down you impatience an
impulsiveness and wait this cycle out.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): An im-
pulsive influence could lead you to leap
blindly ahead, but be cautious in any new
endeavor. Someone who professes to have
your hest interests at heart may be trying to
mislead you: beware!
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22- Dec. 21): A
project that you began earlier in the month
requires your undivided attention this morn-
ing. Social invitations have tremendous net-
working potential this evening. Get out there
and mingle!
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): A
stressful aspect stirs up a string of challeng-
es and minor crises. Stay cool and don't
force issues with others. Don't expect to
solve every problem immediately, simply
strive for progress.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20. Feb. 18): Inse-
curity can make you do or say things you'll
regret. Self-awareness and control are of
paramount importance in order to avoid
problems. Keep any suspicions you may
have to yourself for the time being.
PIS(7FS (Feb. 19 - March 20): Keep a
short leash on your temper during this tu-
multuous aspect. Avoid acting on impulse,
as a safe and study road yields the best
results. Changing circumstances take time
To stabiliie.
•
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Your Daily
Horoscope Enterta
By Carl Paul
For Saturday, October 3
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTIIDA1 :
Practical and patient, financial security is
important to you, so you rarely spend mon-
ey impulsively. With an innate understand-
ing of value and quality; you know how to
spend money to make money. You push
yourself mercilessly in your request for per-
fection.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): You
may find yourself with more on your sched-
ule than you can possibly handle to get
ready for a major social gathering. Put all
nonessentials on hold in order to make your
life easier.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): A self-
indulgent mood may overcome you, but
before you splurge on something extrava-
gant, make sure that the object of your
desire is really worth the asking price.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20: A prob-
lem that surfaces now may be too big to
handle on your own, but you'll have little
trouble convincing a friend to help you out
in this time of need. With their help, the sky
is the limit!
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): A friend
or family member needs your support dur-
ing a difficult transition. Give them the
benefit of your time and energy and they'll
return the favor when you need it the most.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Rather than
simply helping a friend out of a jam, teach
them the skills they need to fend for them-
selves. Your compassionate efforts may at-
tract the amorous attention of an attractive
colleague.
VIRGO (Aim. 23 - Sept. 22): Even
though you nay have your heart set on an
extravagant tizz..1, exercise some restraint.
This isn't the proper time. A number of
romantic possibilities help get your mind
off it!
LIBRA (Sept 23 - Oct. 22): Don't be
bashful if you find yourself in the spotlight
this evening. Get into the spirit of events
and show everyone what you've got! Be-
' des, a little country two-step or karaoke
ver hurt anyone.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23- Nov. 21): Trying
to keep secrets from a loved one only serves
to drive a wedge between you. Don't ratio-
nalize your reasons for remaining silent;
talk things over and you'll both feel better.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22- Dec. 21):
Despite the fact that the odds seem to be
stacked against you, the power of positive
thinking has an amazing impact when put
into action! Big changes start small, and
they can begin right now.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22. Jan. 19): Your
idea of relaxation can be pretty exhausting
for most people! While you're going about
your business you may ewounter someone
who can keep up with you step for step. A
beautiful. friendship could result.
AQARIUS (Jan. 20- Feb. 18): You
are filled with creative ideas as inspiration
comes to you from every which way! By
following your instincts and taking aggres-
sive action you make your own good luck
today.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Being
devoted to a loved one is healthy up to a
point. Being totally consumed by the rela-
tionship is overkill. Strengthening your own
personal identity is good for you and your
partner.
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Get answers to any three clues
by touch-tone phone 1 900 420-
5656 (75C each minute)
I.
Corrections
To bring a correction to our at-
tention, contact the Editor at 581-
1271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon. or stop by the office in
the basement of Lord Hall.
Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about yourpersonal concens — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of 82.99 per minute, which is billedto your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Calltoday — 1-900-726-3036.
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• Birth control
i 9
Nursery student studying side effects of tubal ligation
By Holly Strahan 1 ve taken two survey's of women in the "Women do not get enough information formed and physicians to be more informedVolunteer Writer Boston area and central Maine," DeRaps said, for conformed consent," DeRaps said, so they can tell patients of possible sideShe asked three questions, what tubal Mark Jackson, director for student health effects," DeRaps said.A University of Maine nurse practitioner ligation means to them, how they came to services, said more information needs to be She has already started her road to edu-is able to closely relate to her research, the decision and what information was giv- given on conformed consent. cating people and will continue to do so.Penny DeRaps, of UMaine's school of en to them from their provider. "There needs to be more research on "I hope to write articles in professionalnursing, began her research and found little "Not one women had gotten enough in- conformed consent, journals and popular press so everyone willinformation on possible side effects of tubal formation from the provider," DeRaps said. "There is a re-occurring issue in the know," DeRaps said.ligation, so she started her own information. There's more than one way to give a media field of conformed consent and hu- She said some physicians do not tell ofDeRaps had tubal procedure and has tubal ligation and some ways may effect the man rights," he said, the possible side effects because they havenoticed side effects. blood flow to the ovary, which may cause Jackson said although there is demand not been proven, so they may not feel the
"The possible side effects are changes in hormonal changes, she said, for information and conformed consent, there effects associated with the procedure.premenstrual and menstrual patterns," "Everyone (women surveyed) hadchang- are still questions about how much to tell. "I want to educate people and their pro-DeRaps said. es in menstrual pattern, but not all identified "You need to question if a person is viders," DeRaps said.She is quick to note this research is not it with the operation," DeRaps said, fundamentally is adequately prepared to A big part of the decision making pro-proven so the possible side effects are just in "A woman in particular returned to her handle the consequences after," he said. cess for women is the longing for control.theory. doctor and mentioned the changes, only to "How things are worded and how large "Women want control of their own fer-
get the response 'it's all in your head'," nurnheri are in statistics, you have to be careful tility and with tubal ligation they have con-
 DeRaps said, of information overload," Jackson said. trol and the side effects don't matter- mean-
• 4H It is discouraging for women to be negat- DeRaps wants women and physicians to ing they are willing to lead with the decision
ed by the professional or "expert," and worn- be aware of conformed consent and any and and the consequences," DeRaps said.
en were relieved to find the possible relation all possible side effects. "With more information women can be
to the procedure "My goal is to get women better in- sure of their own reality," she said.
4H Progmm
looking for
host facilities
Host families are being sought for young
persons from Costa Rica and Japan by the
University of Maine Cooperative Exten-
sion's 4-H Youth Program.
The 4-H Youth Program has nine Costa
Ricans and 13 Japanese boys and girls visit-
ing Maine this year. The Costa Rican youths,
from b- 17 years old, will arrive in Maine
on June 12 to attend high school the first half
of the 1993-94 school year, and they hope to
function as regular members of host fami-
lies.
As students they will receive monthly
allotments to cover costs of books, clothes
and school lunches. They will return to
Costa Rica on Feb. 20.
The Japanese youths will spend a month
in Maine this summer. Ranging in ages
from 12-15 years old the seven girls and six
boys will arrive in Maine July 24 and return
to Japan on Aug. 22.
There is a real need for host families for
the Japanese girls according to Harold
Brown, extension educator and 4-H special-
ist. The Japanese are members of an ex-
change program so in return, three Maine
youths are visiting Japan this year. The
programs are a great opportunity for 4-H
members to practice a foreign language and
immerse themselves in their host country's
culture.
The 4-H program boasts over 27,000
youths are involved and about 5,000 adult
leaders.
"It's the largest single youth program in
the state," Brown said. Brown also pointed
out the program is not the rural farm pro-
gram that comes to mind when most people
think of 4-H.
"Less than 10 percent live on farms,"
Brown said. "It ain't all cows and cookin'
anymore."
One major advantage to the program is
its access and support of the University of
Maine System.
"It's a unique program," Brown said.
"No other has a direct tie to land grant."
Anyone interested in getting involved
can contact their county Extension office by
checking their local telephone directory.
It's not necessary for host families to be
currently involved in the 4-H program and
they are looking for host tamilies every
year.
• Liability
Clinton may shield doctors from
malpractice, shift to insurers
NEW YORK (AP) — President Clinton
is considering a proposal to shield doctors
and hospitals from malpractice lawsuits by
shifting the liability to insurance companies,
The Wall Street Journal reported Thursday.
Advocates for "enterprise liability" say
it would cut down litigation costs and total
damage awards by limiting to one the num-
ber of defendants in malpractice lawsuits,
the newspaper said. Currently, many law- organizations than against individual doc-
suits name multiple defendants— including tors, and some say patients would be more
doctors, nurses, the hospital and others. likely to file claims, according to the Journal.
Supporters of the idea also argue that The Clinton administration is reviewing
doctors would have less incentive to per- other options, including placing a cap on
form unnecessary procedures to protect damages that courts can award in malpractice
themselves against lawsuits. cases and requiring that malpractice claims
But opponents contend that juries would go to arbitration before being heard in court,
be more likely to assess damages against the Journal said, citing unidentified sources.
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• Body count
Death toll in cult inferno may be under 86
WACO, Texas (AP) — Seven corpses
pulled from the ruins of the doomsday cult
compound were shot, the lead medical ex-
aminer said today, adding that it was too
early to determine whether the bullet wounds
were self-inflicted.
Investigators said there were probably
fewer people holed up inside the compound
than cult leader David Koresh claimed.
With five more bodies recovered
Wednesday, authorities have recovered the
corpses of 65 victims of the April 19 blaze
that ended a 51-day standoff.
Dr. Nizam Peerwani, a pathologist for the
Tarrant County medical examiner's office,
said 25 of the bodies removed from the charred
compound were round in a fortified room
where Koresh stashed much of his ammuni-
tion. In addition, four bodies have been found
in the room but not yet removed, he said.
Peerwani said he found bullet wounds in
seven bodies he has autopsied. Twenty-
seven autopsies have been performed.
"We have a rather a monumental task of
going through the crime scene work as well
as finishing all our laboratory studiekbefore
we conclude whether they were self-inflict-
ed gunshot wound or were shot by some-
body else," Peerwani said on NBC's "To-
day" show.
Investigators expect to find more bodies,
but not enough to support Koresh' s claim that
he had 94 followers with him in the com-
pound. Nine people survived the fire, mean-
ing 86 died if Koresh's count was correct.
"Because some of the other things Mr.
Koresh said were inaccurate, we believe his
estimate of the numbers in the compound
may have been inaccurate," said Laureen
Chernow, spokeswoman for the state De-
partment of Public Safety.
Mike Cox, another department spokes-
man, said Koresh's count of 95 "has never
been substantiated by law enforcement. In
fact, our feeling is that there are fewer than
95 people."
Investigators were unable to say exactly
how many might have died. The fire is
beiieved to have disintegrated some bodies,
and Cox said that could account for some of
the disparity.
"There is some sense that we may never
know down to the last person," he said.
The wooden buildings went up in flames
after FBI agents in tanks punched holes in its
walls and pumped in tear gas. Some survivors
said a tank knocked over a lantern and started
the fur; investigators say the cultists set the fire.
Investigators have narrowed their search
to the cinder-block structure within the com-
pound and underground tunnels. "If we
don't get really delayed by bad weather ...
we'll probably finish up at least with the
bodies by the end of the week," Cox said.
• HIV
Number of Americans with AIDS has increased reapidly
ATLANTA (AP)—The number of Amer-
icans with AIDS increased at a surprising rate
during the first three months of the year, when
more than 35.000 new cases were reported,
federal health officials said Thursday.
Most of the new cases stemmed from a
new definition of the deadly disease, but even
cases not attributed to the broader definition
increased by 21 percent, double the rate for the
period last year.
"That is higher than we expected," said
Dr. John Ward, chief of AIDS surveillance for
the Centers for Disease Control and Preven-
tion. "Some of that 21 percent is a sign that the
AIDS epidemic is continuing to grow."
It also means that people with HIV who
have fought off AIDS with medication for
several years are starting to get sick, said
Lynora Williams, spokeswoman for the AIDS
Action Council, a patient advocacy group
based in Washington.
"The figures should definitely be read as a
cause for concern," she said.
Since 1987, HIV patients were defined as
having AIDS once they contracted certain
blood infections, the skin cancer Kaposi's
sarcoma or any of 21 other indicator diseases.
On Jan. I, three more diseases — pulmo-
nary tuberculosis, recurring pneumonia and
invasive cervical cancer— were added. So was
40 111**
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a dip in the level of the body's master immune
cells, called CD4s, to 200 per cubic millimeter,
or one-fifth the level of a healthy person.
Between Jan. 1 and March 31, 35,779
new AIDS cases were diagnosed nation-
wide, a 204 percent increase from the 11,770
new cases during the same period in 1992
under the old definition, the CDC reported.
Last year, under the narrower definition,
cases increased about 10 percent every three
months.
Sixty percent of this year's increase, or
21,582 cases, was based solely on the new
definition — a surge the CDC expected.
These are people long infected with HIV
who were never considered AIDS cases
because of the definition's technicalities.
Ward attributed some of this year's extra
increase , J the publicity surrounding the new
AIDS definition, which may have made doc-
tors more aware of the indicator diseases and
prompted them to test more patients.
• Celebrity recognition
Bruce Lee to get Hollywood star
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The late Bruce
Lee received a star on the Walk of Fame and
his widow used the occasion to call for tougher
safety standards for making films in light of the
shooting death of their son, Brandon Lee.
"Four weeks ago today, the spirit of the
father that shone so brightly through the son
was tragically extinguished," Linda Lee Cad-
well said at Wednesday's ceremony.
"If he were here today, he would want to
say to the film community that this must never
happen again."
Brandon Lee was st.ot and killed while
filming -The Crow" in North Carolina. An
autopsy found the 28-year-old actor was shot
with a .45-caliber bullet from a gun that was
believed to have been loaded with blanks.
Bruce Lee died in Hong Kong in 1973 at
age 32 of acute cerebral edema, possibly caused
by an allergic reaction to a prescription pain-
killer. His last complete film, "Enter the Drag-
on," grossed more than $100 million.
Mayor Tom Bradley declared Wednesday
"Bruce Lee Day" to coincide with the pre-
miere of "Dragon," a biographical movie
about the martial arts star.
Look for us.
We will be publishing one summer issue for New
Student Orientations and the Alumni Association.
Call today to reserve space for advertising.
Otherwise, have an exciting
summer and don t get burned...
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Muskie
from page 9
an engineer of a candy factory and the man-
ager of the Youth Association in Lithuania.
She has also been a national basketball play-
er and has been in many competitions abroad.
"Her undergraduate background is very
outstanding," Forsgren said. "She is a very
enthusiastic, Inquisitive, dedicated and hard
working student. She is doing extremely
well academically. She has really good in-
sight about things."
Paulauskaite is experiencing and learn-
ing a lot in this multi-cultural community.
She said she finds some differences between
the American university and the university
in her country. There are many good sides of
this system, she said.
"The American educational system trains
a student very independently," she said.
"There are a lot of opportunities."
The system is very flexible and provides
a lot of conveniences for the students' study
such as textbooks and accesses for getting
materials, she said. Professors and students
spend a lot of time on scientific research.
One difference she said, is each semester is
shorter in an American university and so much
work and study must be done in a short time.
American students have a different atti-
tude toward life, she said. They are more
serious, hard workers and hopeful toward
thei; goals. They respect the value of privacy.
Paulauskaite is very confident for her
academic study at UMaine. She said she is
making progress and also planning to go
back to her country after finishing her de-
gree.
"I must go home because I have already
engaged in a Ph.D program in my country
and will transfer the knowledge which I
learned here," she said.
Paulauskaite is also concerned about the
current situation of her country. She said
people are struggling in life everyday be-
cause of bad economic conditions and polit-
ical instability.
"She is observing and contrasting the life
here and in Lithuania," Chase said. "She has
a good sense of humor and she is quite
visible in the international community."
Graduation from page 1
be awarded honorary degrees.
One of the honorary degrec
Theodore Sizer, founder and director of the
Coalition of Essential Schools at Brown
University, will deliver the commencement
address.
Sizer, a former dean of the Harvard Grad-
uate School of Education, has written books
several books about secondary education,
including Horace's Compromise: The Di-
lemma of the American School and Horace's
School: Designing the American High School.
The other honorary degree recipients are
mathematics teacher. researcher and histori-
an Howard Whitney Eves from Lubec, Maine;
scientist-humanist Stephen Jay Gould of
Harvard University; Maine historian James
B. Vickery of Bangor; and woman's health
advocate Mabel Sine Wadsworth of Bangor.
All graduates are required to pay a $20
"application for degree" fee. Janice LeVas-
seur, assistant to the registrar, said that the
fee is used for the production of diplomas.
According to LeVasseur, the University of
Maine used to order its diplomas from a
private vendor in Texas. This arrangement
created such problems as long delivery time,
especially in the case of a spelling error
since corrected diplomas would take an ad-
ditional four to six weeks to arrive.
Registrar John Collins then recommend-
ed that UMaine produce its own diplomas.
Once this process began, the fee was used to
cover production costs.
In case of rain, commencement will be
moved from Alumni Field to Alfond Arena
and broken into two ceremonies. The first
ceremony will take place at 10:30 a.m. for
graduates of the College of Applied Sciences
and Agriculture, College of Business Ad-
ministration, College of Education, College
of Forest Resources, The Graduate School,
Technical Division of Applied Sciences and
Agriculture, and University College
The second ceremony will be held at
2:30 p.m. for the College of Arts and Hu
manities, College of Engineering, College
of Sciences, School of Engineering Tech-
nology and the College of Social and Behav-
ioral Sciences.
STODDER COMMONS
OPEN MON-FRI 9AM-8PM • SAT 11AM-8PM
ENHANCING YOUR CAMPUS LIVING EXPERIENCE! OFFERING
CONVENIENT, ONE STOP SHOPPING FOR THE ENTIRE UNIVERSITY
COMMUNITY! WE WELCOME ANY SUGGESTIONS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.
PAY WITH CASH OR RECEIVE A 5% DISCOUNT FOR USING YOUR MAINECARD.
Come on down South!!
6 lucky winners will win a case of Coke.
Register to win. The drawing is May 3rd.
Southsidc Market will close May 7th for the summer.
Good luck on your finals!
Thanks for a successful year. Have a fun and safe summer.
C-ya next fall!
AR&
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from page 3
cally designed for a patient at Klearview
Manor.
The team responsible for its production
was comprised of Robert Krueger, Damn
Leavitt, Herbert Parkhurst, Troy Peavey,
Robert Rier, Paul Satow, Aaron Sold t and
Adam Stymiest.
The patient has only partial use of the
legs and the design team built a walker
which will allow the patient to be upright
and move around. The frame of the walker
has a glass top that allows the patient to see
their legs as they are moving.
The patient was at the design competi-
tion and was given a chance to use the new
walker.
Bernard Brochu from the first place
team said winning first place was not the
real reason for their design.
The only material award the team re-
ceived was a piece of paper, but Brochu
said seeing the patient in their competitor's
invention, actually using it, was gratifica-
tion enough.
"The smile on her face was worth all in
the world," he said.
East Campus from page 1
Ilannibal Hamlin and Oak Halls are still up
in the air, according to Wihry. Student
groups could be housed in Hannibal Ham-
lin, Wihry said, as part of a center for
student activities. The special collections
part of Fogler Library could also be housed
there, which would free up space there.
Oak Hall, Wihry said, could be convert-
ed to an academic-oriented building.
Plans for the two buildings, she said, are
still only temporary, and both are on a
priority list for renovation.
Smith said a major concern, particular-
ly with Hannibal Hamlin, is handicap ac-
cessibility. Narrow hallways and no eleva-
tors would put the building in conflict with
the Americans with Disabilities Act, or
ADA.
Any renovations to the building, Smith
said, would require setting aside specific
money for accessibility, slowing down its
renovation.
"We're still looking at possible uses for
these buildings," Wihry said.
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• Unrest
Thursday marks year anniversarry of LA riots
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Some wounds
heal slowly, some hurt forever.
The three days of burning, beating and
shooting that began a year ago Thursday killed
54 people. It also left 2,383 people injured or
manned. And while many have recovered,
some bear pain that time may never ease.
For fire Capt. Scott Miller, the problem
is his immobile left hand and arm. It's tough
to play ball with his children, he said.
For trucker Reginald Denny, it's the dent
in his skull. "My daughter calls me Regi-
nald Denty," he joked.
For Fidel Lopez, it's the illnesses that
followed his beating by a mob. Fifty-eight
stitches patched up his forehead, but his
health never recovered, leaving him broke
and unemployed.
For Wally Tope, it's everything. The
street preacher went into a coma after he was
beaten April 30 and has not awakened. On
the riots' first anniversary, he was the only
ictim still hospitali/ed
On the second day of the riots, Tope, 53,
figured looters needed to hear the word of God.
Tope, a nondenominational fundamen-
talist Christian, drove to Hollywood and
started preaching to people emptying a store
of liquor and disposable diapers.
"Eventually, they got mad at him and
they got into a scuffle," said his brother,
Dennis Tope. "They jusi kicked him for
three or four minutes."
The riots started after a jury acquitted
four white police officers of nearly all state
charges in the March 3, 1991, beating of
black motorist Rodney King. More than two
years after the videotaped beating, a federal
jury convicted the sergeant in charge and the
officer who struck the most blows.
Miller was driving a hook-and-ladder
truck to one of the riots' first tires when a
sniper's bullet almost killed him. It pierced
his cheek, went into his neck, severed an
artery and paralyzed his left side.
He was one of about 20 police, firelight-
• Illnesses
Astronauts suffer space
,
ailments auring adjustment
(AP)German astronaut Hans Schlegel
reported he had been working too hard to
spend more than about an hour iooking out
the shuttle windows. He said the views were
"unvergleichlich" — incomparable.
Crewman Ulrich Walter experienced a
common space ailment, back pain, but it has
subsided. "I feel better than I thought I
would," Walter said in German.
Late Wednesday, Schlegel turned on
Spacelab' s 2 1/2-foot, six-jointed robot arm
and got it to move as planned after adjust-
ing a joint that scientists on the ground said
may have been bumped out of place during
liftoff.
Today the arm jerked up and down in-
side its enclosure to automatic, pre-pro-
grammed commands. This time, vibration
knocked a different joint slightly out of
range of the arm's computer software, caus-
ing the limb to stop moving.
The section was brought back into align-
ment and the robot was ready for its next
test, said Dieter Baum, mission manager
representative for the German Aerospace
Research Establishment.
The arm has a gripper on the end and is
equipped with laser distance-measuring de-
vices, tactile sensors and stereo TV cameras.
"It's a technology experiment anyway,
so we expect that the arm might not behave
under zero-gravity quite as it does on the
ground," said Walter Brungs, a German
payload official.
Later in the flight, the shuttle crew and
ground researchers intend to use remote
control to command the arm — which is
making its orbital debut — to do a variety of
precision chores, such as stacking cubes and
picking up dice.
ers and paramedics hurt in the riots.
The 34-year-old undergoes three days of
supervised therapy a week.
"Actually, every day of my life is ther-
apy, and everything I do is therapy. It's just
a long, slow process," Miller said.
Miller helps coach his 6-year-old son
Ryan's T-ball team, "but there are sonic of
those fluid motions that I just can't demon-
strate the way I'd like to," he said.
Construction worker Lopez was uncon-
scious after a beating at the intersection of
Florence and Normandie avenues when he
was saved by a clergyman who braved the
streets.
The Rev. Benny Newton defied a mob,
threw his body over Lopez, dragged him to
his car, and drove him to a hospital.
"They would have burned me if not for
the pastor," Lopez said.
Lopez, 47, mourned his rescuer, who
died Saturday of leukemia. It has been a long
year for Lopez, who was sick most of the
time and unable to work
"They broke all my plans," Lopez said.
"I owe money to everybody now."
The 26-year-old with a family of five
said he would move to the country if he
could get out from under his $127,000 mort-
gage.
Denny, who is white, awoke to unwant-
ed fame after he was pulled from his rig by
three black men and beaten in the riot's
opening moments. The images of a dead-
looking truck driver being battered on live
television were America's first taste of the
mayhem that followed.
Denny received more than 25,000 let-
ters. TV talk show host Arsenio Hall visited
him in the hospital.
While recovering, tiie 36-year-old Den-
ny met the woman he plans to marry.
The men charged in his attack are sched-
uled to be tried on attempted murder charges
on July 14. Others also have been arrested
and charged in the three other attacks
• Employment
Daughters invade workplace
and find opportunity
OLYMPIA, Wash. (AP) — It was called
Take Our Daughters to Work Day, but in the
offices visited by Jamie and Anna Norman,
ages 12 and 13, it wasn't clear who was
taking whom.
With Dad trailing behind, the girls
marched through the Washington state De-
partment of Information Services, their gig-
gles resounding in a world of measured
voices.
Jamie pressed her face against an eleva-
tor door, chanting, "Open. Open. Open." In
a video conference room, adults watched
nervously as the girls seized control of equip-
ment worth $100,000 to play a long dis
tance game of Hangman with two other
daughters-at-work. 300 miles away.
Anna and Jamie pronounced the day a
success.
"At school, we just sit at our desks and
learn. You think you'll never use this again,"
Anna said. "Here, I can see how certain
skills can be used."
They were among hundreds of thou-
sands of girls nationwide who visited their
parents' workplaces Wednesday. The event
was designed to lift girls' self-esteem and
introduce them to jobs they might not nor-
mally consider.
"What we wanted to do is get girls on the
radar screen," said Marie Wilson, president
of the Ms. Foundation, which organized the
event. She estimated participation at 1 mil-
lion people, including about 500,000 girls.
• Exchange
Crew asks for
linen change
after gay
group flies
FORT WORTH, Texas (AP) — An
American Airlines flight crew asked that all
the pillows and blankets be replaced after
participants in the Washington gay-rights
march rode on board.
American called the report "outrageous,
objectionable and unfortunate" and said it
would investigate.
"This is of grave, grave concern," air-
line spokesman Al Becker said.
The linen change was requested when
the jet arrived at Dallas-Fort Worth Airport
on Monday. the day after the march. on its
way to California. The airline's internal
report said: "inbd crew req complete chg of
all pillows blankets due gay rights activits
group onbd."
"There was obviously an extremely ho-
mophobic crew and a captain that needs some
good AIDS education." said David Taffet.
vice president of the Dallas Gay and Lesbian
Alliance "Or maybe they were just afraid
that the oncoming passengers would catch
homosexual it from pillows and blankets."
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Sports Ticker
NBA announces tougher
fighting penalties
NEW YORK (AP) — The NBA an-
nounced tougher penalties against players
who throw punches or hit other playas
during the playoffs. A player who throws
a punch that doesn't connect will be eject-
ed from the game and suspended for at
least one game and a player who connects
with a punch will be suspended for one to
five games. The league increased tines for
players who leave the bench during a fight,
but do not throw punches, from $500 to
$2,500. Teams will be fined $5,000 for
each la er who leaves the bench.
NBC inks deal with NBA
NEW YORK (AP) — NBC agreed to
continue telecasting NBA games through
the 1997-98 season in a deal that guaran-
tees a minimum payment that exceeds the
current $650 million contract. The deal
also has provisions ensuring profitability
for NBC and some revenue-sharinl.
Ex-Syracuse Coach dies at 83
SYRACUSE, N.Y. (AP) — Fonmer
Syracuse coach Ben Schwartzwalder
died at a St. Petersburg, Fla., hospital
where he was hospitalized after a heart
attack last week. Schwartzwalder, 83,
was 153-91-3 in 25 seasons at Syracuse
and led the 1959 team to the national title
with' 111-0 • d
Pocklington gives
Edmonton ultimatum
TORONTO (AP) — Peter Pockling-
ton says he has federal competition law
in his corner should Toronto or Buffalo
try to make him pay indemnification or
prevent him from moving the Edmonton
Oilers to Hamilton, Ontario.
Pocklington has given Edmonton civ-
ic officials until May 14 to come up with
financial concessions he says are neces-
sary to keep the team in Edmonton. NHL
bylaws provide clubs with a 50-mile ter-
ritorial pr..,ction zone and it's assumed
that the Leafs and the Sabres would ex-
pect compensation should the Oilers move
to Hamilton, 45 miles from both cities.
Recchi leads Canada past
Finland
MUNICH, Germany (AP) — Mack
Recchi of the Philadelphia Flyers scored
two goals and added an assist as Canada
beat Finland 5-1 to advance to a semifi-
nal match with Russia in the world cham-
pionships. The Czech Republic, which
beat Italy 8-1, will face Sweden in Fri-
da other semifinal.
Stieb activated, gets raise
CHICAGO (AP) -- Dave Stieb re-
ceived an automatic $450,000 raise when
he was activated from the 15-day dis-
abled list by the Chicago White Sox. The
former Toronto pitcher completed a
three-game rehabilitation assignment in
the minors.His contract called for a
S3(X),000 salary with a raise to 5750,0(X)
with one day on the active roster.
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
• UMaine football
I • UMaine spring football practice well underway
1 • Jim Valvano dead at at 47
I• Inside: UMaine sporting year in review
Cosgrove pleased with spring practices
Talk about being thrown right into the
tire.
Since his selection on Feb. 22 as the 34th
head football coach in University of Maine
history, Jack Cosgrove has already had to
endure a career's worth of crisis.
First, three of his players—including a
former all-conference kicker—were suspend-
ed from NCAA competition for failing a
steroid test.
Then, due to the university's massive
Redshirt freshman linebacker Trevor Estelle is one of many young players that
have UMaine football coach Jack Cosgrove enthused. tKiesow photo.) 
• Jim Valvano
downsizing plan. Cosgrove has been forced
to reduce his program by 10 scholarships
over the next three years.
With all of the off-the-filed problems this
offseason, it's no wonder Cosgnwe is so
happy to finally have his team on the field.
It's great to be outdoors," Cosgrove said,
referring to UMaine's annual spring football'
workouts that began April 10 and culminate
with the Blue/White intrasquad game Satur-
day at 11:30 "The off-season was pretty
disruptive and it could have taken away from
our players' focus. To the everytxxiy's credit,
it didn't, and we've had some excellent prac-
tices."
Cosgrove's biggest worry heading into
the spring workouts was a typical one for the
UMaine coaching staff—the weather.
"We we're supposed to he outside on April
3, but unfortunately the weather didn't cooper-
ate," Cosgrove said. "And we couldn't go
inside because the baseball team was practic-
ing. As a result, we didn't get in our fir:t
workout until April 10—at 5:30 in the morn-
ing— and that's very hard on the players.
"I think at we're at4he point now where
we are just getting caught up to where we
should be."
Although he is in just his first year as the
head of the UMaine football program, Cos-
grove is very familiar with the Black Bear
personnel - he was an assistant at UMaine for
six years prior to taking on the head coaching
responsibilities.
"We're not going to make any radical
changes," Cosgrove said. "When a new coach
from a different program steps in, like with
(former UMaine Coach Tom) Lichtenberg
and (former UMaine (7oach Kirk) Ferentz, it
takes both the players and the coa'thes a while
to adjust. The advantage thai I have is dim
I'm from v..ithin the program. I know the
players. and my football philosophy is basi-
cally the same as Kirk's."
Since his team has just been practicing for
a little over two weeks. Cosgrove really hasn ' t
had much time ii) compietek evaluate some
of the team's younger players.
lie has. hov,e \ el. seen some things he is
very impressed w ith, especiall.v detensivel
See FOOTBALL on page 26
Jimmy V gone, but never to be forgotten
By Tom Foreman Jr.
AP Sports Writer
RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) — Almost every
recollection of Jim Valvano contained a
moment which left an impression hard to
erase.
From the political circles of Washington
to basketball courts nationwide people were
touched by the former North Carolina State
coach.
Colleagues spoke of a fun-loving guy
from New York who never stopped talking
hoops and then dedicated the final months of
his life to fighting what was cutting it short.
Valvano, who showed the same flair and
wit on the way to a national championship as
he did when he gave up his job amid a
scandal, lost a I0-month fight with cancer
Wednesday. Valvano was 47, and while
most acknowledged they would miss him,
others talked about his contributions to the
game ... and life.
"He fought the good fight, the gallant
fight against bone cancer, hut I submit that
he established himself as a profile in cour-
age,— said Sen. Jesse Helms, R-N C., who
took time on the Senate floor to tell the story
of the 1983 national championship team that
couldn't get to Washington to visit Presi-
dent Reagan after its improbable victory
over a bigger and more-talented Houston.
NC AA rules at the time prevented a
championship team from traveling more
than 100 miles from its home campus, mean-
ing the Wolfpack wouldn't enjoy the privi-
lege of others before them. Helms said Val-
vano knew of the rule and had a plan.
"They can rule against the team going
down to Washington and sitting down with
the President of the United States, hut there
is no rule, NCAA or otherwise, that sari Jim
Valvano has to stay in Raleigh,' said Helms,
recalling a conversation with the coach.
Valvano said he would not only visit the
President, but would arrange a satellite link
back to Raleigh as the team sat in a televi-
sion studio. The link was established. hut
Reagan had to take care of last-minute pro-
tocol before the ceremony began.
"The President said 'Is it Val-van-oh or
Val -von-oh? I want to pronounce your name
See VALVANO on page 26
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season, a 47-36 shootout on Family and
Friends weekend...Senior Lesa Densmore
scores all three goals in the UMaine field
hockey team's 3-0 win over Hofstra...The
women's soccer team picks up their first
win, beating URI, 4-0...Oct.2: The UMaine
tennis team, led by superfrosh Jen Gold
4PP'
stein, jumps out to a 4-6 start. The four
N ictories is the most by the team since 1979-
80.. Oct. 5: The Spiders of the University of
Richmond beat the UMaine football team
28-6, dropping the Black Bears to 2-2...Jeff
Wass and Todd Dufresne each shoot an 82,
helping the LiMaine golf team to ninth place
in the Northern Qualifier at Middlebury
College.. Oct. 7: The drive to the national
title officia:} begins — the UMaine hockey
team opens their season with the traditional
Midnight Madness practice in front of 2,500
hockey -hungry Black Bear fans...Oct. 9:
Meanwhile, the unheralded women's ice
hockey club opens their practice schedule,
albeit to much less acclaim then their male
counterparts.. Oct. 14: Senior cornerback
Bill Curry returns two interceptions for
touchdowns, and the UMaine football team
extinguishes the Liberty Flames 42-
20.. Black Bear cross country finishes sec-
Where in the
world are
YOU
going this
24
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Maine Campus Sports Year in Review
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
It was a sporting year quite unlike any
other in University of Maine athletic histo-
ry.
So many thrilling moments took place
September through May on our campus
courts, rinks and fields.
Hard-earned championships were cap-
tured and seemingly unbreakable records
fell.
Seniors became their team's guts-and-
glory leaders, and wide-eyed freshmen be-
came immediate superstars.
Friendships meant to last a lifetime were
born, and unforgettable shots, runs and goals
were etched in the minds of fans and partic-
ipants alike.
But there were disappointments, too.
Budget cuts left athletic administrators
wondering who's job would be the next to
go.
Way-too-high expectations for some
tjMaine teams ran head-on into a train called
Reality.
Athletes' grandiose dreams of a profes-
sional future faded softly into oblivion, not
a chance of ever coming to life.
Through both good and bad. though. it
was unarguably a truly unique year for
UMaine sports.
And whether your particular remem-
brances are happy or sad, painful or pleas-
ant, it's a year that certainly deserves a
second glance.
So through the eyes of The Maine Cam-
pus newspaper, here is a look back on the
best and the worst of the year in UMaine
sports.
We hope you enjoy it as much as the
event itself.
Sept. 9: The UMaine football team up-
sets highly-favored UNH, 27-24, to open
their season 1-0. Sophomore quarterback
Emilio Colon throws three touchdownr:Ass-
es, one more than he had in all of his fresh-
man year.. Sept 11: Freshman Jake Ouimet
scores three goals, lifting the UMaine men's
soccer team to a season-open;ng 7-0 win
over Husson College.. Sept. 14: The Black
Bear field hockey team drops a pair of
games to nationally-ranked opponents in
weekend action. UMaine falls to No.12 Ohio
State, 4-0, then suffers a 3-1 loss at the hands
of No.15 James Madison. ..The UMaine foot-
ball squad improves to 2-0, shutting out
Division ll Kutztown St., 10-0. Senior tail-
back Ben Sinnans leads the way' with 114
yards rushing...Sept. 21: Northeastern hands
the I'Maine footballers their first loss of the
Wherever you want to go this summer.
llewins Travel will get you there for less:
Acre
Amtrak & avail
Bus Tours
Car Rentals
Hotel Reservations
Honeymoon Travel
Vacation Packages
Student Travel
Cruises
Yacht Charters
Charter Flights
Travelers Checks
Gloup Rates
Business Trawl
HEW1NS I Carlson 'fravel Network
The Officio' Travel Agency of the University of Maine
conveniently located on campus in Chadbourne Hall
call 581-1400 or 800-370-0999 • M-F 8 to S
...41471111 111
1 oe-
\
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ond only two Purdue in the highly-regarded
Murray Keatinge invitational. Jeff Young
and Sean Tynan lead the UMaine men.. Oct.
19: Big Ben Sirmans, disappointed because
his mom's scheduled trip to watch the
UMaine Homecoming football game was
cancelled, took out his frustration on the
1.1R1 Rams — he ran for 146 yards, leading
the Black Bears to a 21-9 win...Oct. 21:
Coach Jim Dyers' men's soccer team loses
a controversial 2-1 decision to UNH, elim-
inating them from NAC playoff
contention.. Oct 2.3: The Maine Campus
releases its second annual Hockey East pre-
view insert...Oct. 26: The UMaine hockey
team officially kicks off The Quest with a
weekend win and tie versus Providence.
Freshmen Paul Kariya and twins Chris and
Peter Ferraro show a glimpse of things to
come with six goals and six assists over the
two games.. The UMaine football team
blows a 16-6 lead and loses its 12th straight
road game dating back to 11-11-89, this
time a 37-30 defeat at the hands of
UConn...Oct 30: Freshman scoring machine
Jake Ouimet sets a single-season school
record with his 13th goal, powering the
t Maine men's soccer team to a 3-0 white-
washing of Central Connecticut
State.. Meanwhile, the Black Bear wom-
en's soccer squad wraps up their 4-11 sea-
son with a 2-0 loss to UNH...Nov. 2: The
UMaine hockey team sweeps the University
of New Brunswick in a pair, outscoring
them 20-3 over the weekend's action. Cal
Ingraham, who would go on to lead the
n.,1;,In in goals, scores four in a 9-2 win
Friday.. .Nov. 9: The football trounces BU.
40-11 behind Sirmans• 146 yards
rushing.. Nov. 11: The budget-bludgeoned
UMaine swim want opens its practice sched-
ule, a major accomplishment considering
their lame-duck status one year ago.. Nov.
16: The UMaine football team pulls off the
upset of the season. shocking 7-1 liMass.
20-13. thereby snapping their three-year old
mad losing skid. Once again, it was Sirmans
carrying the load - he plowed for 165 yards
through the No. 2 ranked defense in Div. I-
AA...Paul Kariya continues his Gretzky-
like development - he tallies nine points on
the weekend, lifting the 6-0-1 Black Bears
to a pair of wins over lowly Merrimack.. .Nov.
23: The UMaine hockey team adds two
more wins to the resume, heating talented
HE foe BU in a physical series in
Boston.. What little chance they had of a
Division 1-AA playoff berth disappeared
when the UMaine football team lost their
season finale to Villanova, 28-8. They fin-
ished 1992 with a 6-5 record, a marked
improvement over 3-8 records in each of
Coach Kirk Ferentz's previous two
seasons.. Dec. 4: The UMaine men's has-
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ketball team opens their regular season with
a road loss, falling to Eastern Illinois by a
71-63 count...Dec. 7: The UMaine men's
hoop team wins their first home game of the
season, a 59-56 come-from
-behind win over
Northern Arizona. Ed Jones has 12 points
for UMaine...Freshmen Steph Guidi and
Stacia Rusts(' shine, but new women's hoop
coach Joanne Palombo and her team come
up short in a 64-50 loss to nationally-ranked
Mississippi...Dec. 11: The student body
heads off on semester break for a month, but
most of the athletic team's remain in action
in various places until school resumes.. Jan.
11: The UMaine hockey team starts up the
spring semester with a 21-1-0 record and
still hold the nation's top spot in all the polls.
Freshmen Paul Kariya and Chris and Peter
Ferraro leave the UMaine team to compete
in the World Junior tournament, but the
Black Bears go 6-0 and win three tourna-
ments even without the young stars.. The
UMaine men's hoop team improves to 3-3
over break, while the women still search for
their first victory after an 0-9 start_Jan 13:
The UMaine hockey team's All-American
goalie, junior Mike Dunham, announces he
will forgo his senior season to turn pro or
play in the Olympics.. Jan 18: Pesky Clark-
son hands the UMaine hockey team their
secord tie of the season Friday. The angry
Black Bears treat the tie like a loss, and
behind senior goalie Garth Snow. pull off an
impressive 6-0 victory the next night...The
UMaine men's hoop team hands Drexel
..hat would be their only regular-season
conference loss of the year, a 64-59 win on
the Dragons home court.. Jan. 22: Junior
point guard Deonte Hursey scores 19 points,
and the UMaine men's hoop team defeats
Vermont, 69-63...Jan. 25: Future NBA'er
Vin Baker visits Orono with his Hartford
teammates, and the Hawks beat the UMaine
men's hoop team by a 75-66 count. Thirty of
the points come via Vin..Meanwhile, senior
Heather Briggs scores 18 to guide the
UMaine women's hoop team to a 51-50 win
over Hartford. It's their second win of a
season that would end with much hope for
the future. ..Jan. 27: Briggs strikes again
two days later, scoring 20 points — includ-
ing a long three
-pointer with eight seconds
left to win it — to lift Palomt)o's clew to a
60-59 overtime win over Dartmouth.. Feb.
8: Scott Pellerin's No. 8 is retired prior to the
UMaine hockey team's 4-2 win overt }Mass-
Lowell.. .Feb. 15: Kirk Carter finishes first
in one event, second in another and third in
two more, guiding the UMaine men's track
team to victory in the Eastern Champion-
ships... The UMaine men fall below the .5(X)
mark after an 82-73 loss to BU...Feb. 17:
Third-year UMaine football coach Kirk Fe-
rents resigns to accept the job of offensive
line coach with the NFL's Cleveland
Browns...Feb. 22: Jack Parker's Revenge:
The BU Terriers come back from a 6-2
second period deficit and hand the UMaine
hockey team their only loss of the season by
the score of 7-6. Mike Prendergast scores
the game-winner on a breakaway 1:50 into
overtime. UMaine bounces back the next
night with a cony incing 6-1 win to clinch the
HE regular season crown...The UMaine
women's hoop team plays a brilliant game
against nationally-ranked Vermont, only to
fall short by a point, 68-67. Former UMaine
standout Rachel Bouchard's No. 43 is re-
tired at halftime of that game.. Feb. 24:
Former UMaine quarterback (1974-77) Jack
Cosgrove, 36. is named the 34th head coach
in Black Bear football history...March 3:
The UMaine baseball and softball teams
leave on their spring trips, while the rest of
the student body heads off to the relaxation
of Spring Break...March 24: School returns
to session, just in time to watch the UMaine
hockey team capture their second consecu-
tive llock•sy East tournament crown. The
Black Bears do it by beating — who else? —
BU in the championship game...The UMaine
women's softball team jumps to a brilliant
I 2-8 start, while the baseball team struggles
along at 4-16...The women's hoop team
almost pulls off a Cinderella story. advanc-
ing all the way from the round of eight to the
NAC tournament championship before fall-
ing to V:rmont...The men were not so suc-
cessful. Old friend Vin Baker and Hartford
ended UMaine's underachieving season in
the first round of the NAC playoffs.. March
26: Three members of the U Maine football
team are suspended from NCAA competi-
tion for one year for failing a random steroid
test.. March 29: The UMaine hockey team
earns the No. 1 seed and a bye in the first
round of the NCAA East Regional, then
knocks off Minnesota 6-2 behind two goals
and three assists from senior captain Jim
Montgomery.. .To the delight of many. the
world-renowned Harlem Globetrotters ap-
pear at Alfond Arena...April 2: An im-
probable hip-hopping goal by junior defen-
seman Lee Saunders 1:36 into overtime
gives the UMaine hockey team a come-
from-behind 4-3 win over Michigan in the
NCAA Final Four. UMaine. now 41-1-2 on
the year, advances to the championship
team for the first time ever...April 5: Paul
Kariya becomes the second UMaine player
in a row and the first freshman ever to win
rPIZZA KING
the Hobey Baker Award as college hock-
ey's top player..."CHAMPIONS!" reads
The Maine Campus headline, and indeed it
is true: thiee third period goals by Jim
Montgomery — all assisted by Kariya —
bring the Black Bears back from a 4-2
deficit and lead them to a 5-4 win over Lake
Superior and their first ever national
championship...April 16: The budget axe
falls, and the UMaine Athletic Department
gets a big cut. Nineteen percent of their
overall budget — a total of $330,000 — is
cut which includes 10 football scholar-
ships, four baseball scholarships, and the
merger of the sports information depart-
ment with public affairs...April 23: Hus-
son heats the UMaine baseball team 7-0,
the first time the Braves had beaten UMaine
in 36 tries dYing back to 1960...April 28:
The UMaine softball team sweeps USM in
a pair by a combined score of 31-1.
1147 Hammond St.. Bangor 945—KING 1.11
154 Park St.. Orono 866-5505
2 Medium Pizzas with
any 2 toppings $9,„ . •99.0t„.", ,„1,,, ()tier
Expires 5/10/93.
CUTLER HEALTH CENTER
MAY TERM HOURS
The health center will be open for limited services during May Term from 8am to 4pm.
This includes X-ray, lab, pharmacy, and walk-in. Women's Health will offer limited services.
Please call 581-4006 for information.
There will be a $35 fee for May Term.
PLEASE NOTE: The health center will close on May 7th at 4:30 and reopen on May 10th at 8am.
The health center will not be open for services during June, July & August.
Please plan accordingly for your pharmacy needs! We will be available for immunization information.
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Valvano
from page 23
"Helms said.
"It is Val-van-oh," the coach respond-
ed, "And by the way, Mr. President, is it Re-
gan or Ray-gan?"
Six years after he became basketball
coach at N.C. State, Valvano took on the
additional role of athletic director. He held
both jobs until 1989, when his program was
the focus of allegations of wrongdoing based
on the book "Personal Fouls."
In 1987, Atlantic Coast Conference com-
missioner Gene Corrigan had let Valvano
know how he felt about the dual jobs.
"I want you to know something from the
very beginning. I do not believe you should
have been both the athletic director and the
basketball coach," Corrigan said of his con-
versation with Valvano. "That's just a per-
sonal bias that I had.
"For the next half-hour, he regaled me
on why he should have both jobs. When I
left, I wasn't sure of my position."
There was one thing that Corrigan was
sure of.
"He was the most unique person I think
I've ever met," he said. "He's certainly one
of the brightest. He's one of the most com-
pelling personalities I've ever known."
Georgia Tech coach and fellow New
Yorker Bobby Cremins recalled seeing Val-
vano back on the job as a basketball analyst
for ESPN this season. As the season drew
on, however, Valvano's illness kept him
from making assignments.
"I remember he spoke to our team be-
fore we played down at Florida State and all
he talked about was his situation," Cremins
said. "He told our team, 'You have an
opportunity to play. You don't have cancer.
You should give it your fullest."
The current coaching staff at Colorado has
formed an N.C. State alumni association of
sorts. Former Valvano assistants Tom Abate-
marco and Dereck Whittenburg are now assis-
tants to Joe Harrington with the Buffaloes.
"Sometimes, he would be going through
his speech and I would get so fired up, I'd
forget that I was one of the coaches," Whit-
tenburg said in a radio interview. "I was
thinking I was a player. I was getting ready
to go out there and play."
North Carolina coach Dean Smith said
the rivalry with Valvano and N.C. State
stayed on the court.
"Not only did Jim have a great coaching
career, speaking career family and friends,
but in this last year he was a role model of
courage to the countless thousands afflicted
with life-threatening diseases," Smith said.
Valvano's successor, Les Robinson, add-
ed similar feeved by his wife, Pam, and
daughters Jamie, Nicole and Lee Ann. A
wake is scheduled for this evening, and fu-
neral services will be held Friday at 11 a.m.
EDT at St. Andrew's R.C. Church in Apex.
"Cancer can take away all my phys-
ical abilities. It cannot touch my mind, it
cannot touch my heart and it cannot
touch my soul."- the late Jim Valvano.
Spring Football
from page 23
-This is the time to work on our strengths
and improve in whatever areas we can,"
Cosgrove said. "And I think one of our big-
gest strengths is our defensive line. We lost
Corey Parker to graduation, and he was a very
good player, but we have five experienced
players back in Fred Hamer, Todd Park, Jed
Wehrman, Rob Shaw and Tom Foley. They
should be very, very good."
Linebacker will also be a strength, accord-
ing to Cosgrove. Jemal Murph, who has accu-
mulated 185 tackles the last two seasons, is the
top returnee, while sophomore Ross Fichthorn
and redshin freshman Trevor Estelle will battle
to replace the departed Dan Girard (Learn-lead-
ing 152 tackles in '92) inside.
But the key to UMaine building on last
year's 6-5 record is held by the offense, in
particular by junior quarterback Emilio Colon.
The athletic signal- caller already ranks
fourth on UMaine' s all-time passing list (3,148
yards), but he has often been inconsistent in
the past. His individual work with Cosgrove
- a former UMaine quarterback from 1974-
77 - has helped him improve dramatically in
each of the last two years, and his continued
maturity is neccessary if the Black Bears are
to challenge for the Yankee Conference title.
"Emilio has had a tremendous spring,"
Cosgrove said. "He's the type of kid who can
beat you so many ways - throwing, sprinting,
running the option - and he's continuing to
get better. He's probably the biggest key to
our success."
Joining Colon in the backfield will be a
pair of bullish running backs.
Sophomore Ray Baur, UMaine's top re-
turning rusher with 266 yards in '92. will
make the transition from tailback to fullback
while attempting to replace the 1,000 yard
rushing shoes of the graduated Ben Sirmans.
Junior Steve Knight will start at fullback.
20% OFF
CLEARANCE SALE
(other discounts do not apply)
(Excluding NCAA championship merchandise, hockey
trading cards, and consignment items.)
"Bear Necessities"
The Athletic Store at the Alfond Arena
Sidewalk Sale - One Day Only!!
Saturday, May 1st, 11-4
Inside Alfond Arena
Sale thru 5/8/93.
Call 581-1112 Open M-F 8:304
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with juniors Rob Tubbs and Lincoln McRae
and freshman Shawn Stephenson also in the
rushing picture.
Overall, UMaine's new coach is very
eager to get his first season underway.
"Right now is a fun time," Cosgrove said.
"We're relaxed, but at the same time we're
working hard on some things to get ready for
the fall. This is our first step towards having
a successful fall."
Black Bear Notes: Former UMaine of-
fensive tackle Danny Jones disappointment
of going undrafted in the recent NFL Draft
didn't last for long. Tuesday, he inked a free
agent contract with the Cleveland Browns.
The Browns' offensive line coach is none
other than Kirk Ferentz, Jones's head coach
at UMaine for the past three years. Cynics
might think that Ferent, instigated Jones's
signing simply as a token of appreciation for
his former player, but Cosgrove says that
isn't at all the case.
"Kirk is a straight shooter," Cosgrove
said. "I'm sure he wouldn't have brought him
in if he didn't fell like he had a chance to make
the team."
For his part. Cosgrove says feels consider-
able pride that a kid he helped recruit out of
high school is getting a shot a the big-time.
"I'm real proud for Danny, he's a super
kid." Cosgrove said. "On a personal front, it's
very pleasing because I was involved in re-
cruiting him. I remember walking into his
high school and meeting him for the first time
as a 17-year old. Then having the opportunity
to watch him grow the last few years here, it's
very rewarding personally to see him get this
chance."
• Sports commentary
Mike Ditka joins NBC
By Dave Goldberg
AP Football Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Mike Ditka went
soft on the first hard question he had to
answer for NBC.
Ditka, the Chicago Bears' deposed head
coach, will join the network as a studio
analyst next seascn. He also will work on
NBC's golf telccasts, trying to bring an
amateur's perspective — he has a handicap
between five and seven.
So ...
He was asked during a conference call
Thursday if he thought Chip Beck was cor-
rect in laying up rather than going for the
green on the 15th hole of the final round of
the Masters when he trailed Bernhard Langer
by three strokes.
"Well," Ditka replied, "I played the
course the next day and hit the green in two.
But I look at it this way: Chip Beck is a
professional and knows his job. There was
no guarantee he'd hit the green and get an
eagle if he did. I have faith in what he said —
that he's as confident as anyone of getting a
birdie when he has a wedge in his hand."
Which raises the question about what the
football audience will get from Ditka, the
latest in a line of coach-general manager
types to join NBC. As in "All 28 coaches do
great, great jobs." Is that what we'll get'?
Mountain Bike SALE
'93 Jam is X-Country $308.00 NOW $299.00
'93 Jamis Ukiah $363.00 NOW $345.00
Offer good until April 30, 1993.
Rose Bike
36A Maine St.
Orono
866-3525
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• UMaine Baseball
Providence prevails, 2-1
SANFORD, Maine (AP) — Mike Lyons
had an RBI single in the fifth to lead Prov-
idence to a 2-1 win over Maine Wednesday
in the North Atlantic Conference.
Maine (21-19) failed to convert two
scoring opportunities in the final inning.
Justin Tomberlin was thrown out trying to
stretch a single into a double, and Chad
White grounded out with a runner at sec-
ond base.
Providence (15-21) took the lead in the
first inning when Lou Merloni hit a sacrifice
fly that scored Lyons. Maine tied the game
with Shawn Tobin's RBI in the bottom of the
fourth.
Reliever Rick Krollman (3-2) earned
the win, pitching three innings with one hit
and three strikeouts. Matt Cassidy (1-3)
took the loss for Maine, allowing four hits
and two runs over 4 1/2 innings.
• MLB Roundup
Guzman, Olerud carry Toronto
Blue Jays 8, Royals 0
TORONTO (AP) —Juan Guzman (3-0)
pitched a five-hitter for his first career shut-
out and John Olerud had a career-high five
hits Thursday as the Toronto Blue Jays
routed the Kansas City Royals 8-0.
Guzman (3-0) struck out nine and walked
four in his first complete game since last
May 10.
Olerud doubled twice, scored two runs
and increased his American League-leading
batting average to .455. His previous best
was four hits against the Minnesota Twins
on Sept. 4, 1992. He became the first Toron-
to batter to get five hits since George Bell on
Sept. 24, 1990, against the Milwaukee Brew-
ers.
Hipolito Pichardo( 1-1 )allowed four runs
and nine hits in six innings, struck out five
and walked two.
Toronto went ahead on Turner Ward's
RBI single in the second.
• Column
A short look back on the year's best memories
By Chris DeBeck
Sports Writer
As the school year draws to a close, and
finals week bears down, it seems appropriate
to reflect on the past school year, sports wise.
Any such reflection this year, obviously,
would center on the hockey team finally
getting over the semifinal hump to claim their
first national championship. Indeed, a glori-
ous time was had by seeming the entire state.
My strongest memory, though, centers
on the welcome home reception—more
specifically, the 850,900 people who came
up to me in the days following that recep-
tion saying "I saw you on TV the other day
holding the tape recorder." Hey, I will do
whatever it takes to get the story—at least,
that's what I tell my editor.
Even better than that, I liked the stand-
ing boo given to Governor John McKernan
when he tried to address the crowd during
the Al fond welcome.
Dan Hillman's tip-in at the buzzer to
beat Bradley 56-54 at Alfond Arena on
December 23 is another great memory.
Although the men's basketball season pro-
ceded to go straight downhill after that, it
was nice to see the hard-working senior
center get some well-deserved glory. From
this writer's perspective, Hillman seemed
to make a difference in just about every
game he entered.
Ben Sirmans, who spent his first three
years in the shadows, established himself
as a premier running back this season,
running for 1.214 yards. Coming off a
redshirt year the season before, Sirmans
determined style paced a rejuvinated of-
Come and Save.
Then go Home.
w,11M.
CITGO
YSARTS
Orono Travel Stop
On your way home for summer, stop by Dysarts for all your going-
home necessities. Featuring the best food & gas prices in town.
At exit 52 in front of Black Bear Inn across from Burger King in Orono.
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fense and put the Black Bears in contention
for a 1-AA playoff spot.
Bill Curry's 51-yard interception return
for a touchdown against Liberty University
also provided memories. A Liberty receiv-
er, after Curry crossed the goal line just
inside the near-sideline pylon, delivered a
cheap shot to the UMaine defensive back.
Further, the player talked some trash—
normal stuff, except that Liberty Universi-
ty, according to its president, Jerry Falwell,
is supposed to build strong Christian val-
ues in its students and student-athletes. So
much for that image.
Joanne Palumbo's march through the
NAC playoffs after a miserable start spoke
volumes for the women's basketball team.
Although this took place during spring
break, UMaine played with nothing to
loose—and nearly took home another
league crown. Hope spring eternal for next
year's edition.
What would a U Maine sports year be
without its pitfalls--Kirk Ferentz accept-
ing a job with the Cleveland Browns, pos-
itive drug tests leading to the suspension of
three players, and a brutal downsizing plan
chopping possibly $333,(XX) from its bud-
get top the list.
Foutunately, freshman (or first-year stu-
dents, to be politically correct) stepped in
and accepted the challange—Casey Arena
for the men's hoop team, Steph Guidi for
the women's basketball team, and, of
course, Paul Kariya and the Hobey.
Well, that's it for this year. Keep those
memories alive, and see 'ya in the fall.
Chris DeBeck is a junior journalism
major from Brewer. ME happy to finally
regain whatever BP he had he/ore.
Get in shape for Summer
STUDENT SPECIAL
Only
$
for
3months
GOLD'S GYM®
Fitness, Aerobics &,Racquet Complex
4,24 Odlin Rd. Bangor, Me 04401
Spectacular State-of-the-Art
Fitness Complex
with personalized Service
Call Now! 947-0763
A Licensee of Gold's Gym Enterprises Inc.
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help wanted
309 Summer Camp Positions available in NY,
PA, Mass & Maine Need skills in: Tennis, WSI/
Swimming, Waterskiing, Sailing, Windsurfing,
Gymnastics, Equestrian, Baseball, Basketball,
Soccer, Hockey, Lacrosse, Canoeing, Fencing,
Riflery, Archery, Rocketry, Woodshop, Ceram
ics, Fitness, Dance, Piano, Guitar, Ropes/Pio
fleeting, Nurses, Food Service. Upper Classmen
preferred. Arlene -1-800 443 6428.
International Employment-Make money
teaching basic conversational English abroad
Japan and Taiwan. Make S2,000-$4,000+
per month. Many provide room & board +
other benefits! No previous training or teach-
ing certificate required. For International Em
ployment program, call the International Em-
ployment Group. (206)632-1146 ext. 15067.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING-Earn $2,000+1
month + world travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the
Caribbean, etc.) Holiday, Summer and Ca
reer employment av?ilable. No experience
necessary. For employment program call 1-
206-634-0468 ext. C5067.
Wanted: Loving live-in nanny for 1 1/2
year old girl, suburban Boston, starting
approx. 9/1, salary negot. Please call (617)
593-8933.
Bartenders-For summer Bar Harbor area.
No experience needed. Call 667-6017 after
9PM.
Earn S3000-55000 this summer. Full-time
openings throughout New England. Work
outdoors painting nouses. Respnnshoe rc
wanted. Call 1-800-346-4E1
lost & found
Lost: Orange + white striped cat with double
paws. Lost near Alfond, TKE, and AO Pi
house on College Ave. last week. Call x3852
Lost: Specialized hard rock bicycle. Was stolen
It's very special Its purple & red WI a broken
right pedal & a rip in the seat Taken from
Hubbard Farms. $100 reward 866-4659
Lost: Brown leather wallet-$30 + money in
wallet for reward. x8825. No questions asked
Lost: Blue UMaine rtngleaf notebook in
Boardman on Fri. 4/23. If found, call x6515.
Lost: At Library-Dorm key w/ UMTEL key
chain Call x6716
Lost: Brown leather strap watch w/ white
face. Lost at Bumstock field. Call x7598
Lost: Trek 950 bicycle. White. During
Bumstock. If found. call Devlan 866-4316.
Lost: ! had my L.L. Bean book bag taken
from Stodder Commons 4/26/93. It had a
calculus and physics book in it. I need what
was in the bag and would like the bag back
also. x8470 Glenn.
Lost: Men's blue suttcoat at Senior Formal
Friday. Has disc film in pocket. 866-7795.
Lost: Black leather wallet in or around Stewart
Commons on Sat. 24th. Reward. Call x8711.
Found: Technical Writing book in the road
on Hilltop Tuesday 4/20. Call x6416.
Found: Britches Whirlybird teal jacket. Found
4/22 in 35 N. Stevens. Call Mark at x8170.
miscellaneous
Seamstress: Over 20 yrs. experience, re-
place libbers, hemming, etc. Will pick up +
deliver. Call Jeanne 827 51'
Resumes prepared professionally. Laser
printer, fax service, copies. Joan, MAINE
TECH BLJSINES CTR 866-3795.
Gorgeous male and female exotic dancers
for birthdays, special occasions + parties
Call Exotica 947-4406
Car stereos, alarms, phones, remote start-
ers sold and installed Sony, Pioneer, Pyle.
Soundshapers 942-7688.
Anxious? Unintended Pregnancy? We'll
Help. Free pregnancy test. 24 hour hotline
942-1611.
Abortion, prenatal, adoption info., preg
test, birth control, women's health services
MVVWHC 947-5337
Need someone to talk to? Call the Helpline
581 4020 Open 7 days a week
 
5pm-8am.
Delta Zeta car wash Sat. 10-2 at Fleet Bank
C,Oro.
miscellaneous
Instant dog: Malamute seeks summer home
& care If you have time for him, Jack will be
your pal. 866-4103.
Slovakia/Poland summer trips led by local
students. Hike in the scenic Tatras, visit a
Gypsy village, explore castles and medieval
towns, meet Slovaks and Poles. Call 800-
666- JOIN
Wanted-Tape of the Michael Hedges show
from the MCA on 4/14/93. Have other live
Hedges tapes to trade. Call Kris x6840 
Wanted to buy-Looking for a canoe to
travel the rivers of Maine. Something simple
(Discovery?), all purpose, half-decent, but
used shape. Call 866-4811/ask for Mike if
you have a bamain for me
personals
Super Acid Woman-i id
Saturday -would love to do it again. Miss
you. -Super Acid Man
Congratulations to air you Maine Campus
staffers who are graduating. Well miss you.
Burg-
Sorry to forget you on Valentine's Day. I hope
this makes up for it! -KAD
Congratulations to my favorite graduate. I
hope you will be around for my graduation.
Love you always-CPR
Congratulations Koach Bubba Akers,
Kristen, Stacey, & Jody we luv u & well miss
-K A M & W
Angie: Let's start a family, pollute this world
with some babies; HA; Do good woman.
Love, Eric (Ere)
Kim Trask: You can't always get what you
want But if you try sometime, you just might
find Congratulations graduate!
Love you, Flink
Hi Hession-Just wanted to thank you for
the special times! Hope there's more in the
future!? I love you-J.T.M.
Denim-Thanks for making this semester so
special. You really mean a lot to me Sweetie.
I'll definitely see you in Bar Harbor this sum-
mer_ Love, Tom
Mud Honey, I want you!
Karen-Thanks for being such a great room
mate-Never forget the fun we've had this
year, your baseball (now it's rugbylteam to
"Oh L..." You're the best. Love, Jenn
JS-The last paper!!! The last week of
classes!!! It's more excitement than I can
nandle-or is IC
Congratuiations Brian! 
Mr. Potato Head
and Master of Food Science
It has been known that dolphins that swim
near Sargentville lose sight. Aithou they are
returning again, one must have faith at
someday
 they m.a• •'-c • ' & vision.
To my students in CHF 351. Human Sexu-
ality
COME THE DAWN
After awhile you learn the subtle difference
Between holding a hand and chaining a soul,
And you learn that love doesn't mean leaning
And company doesn't mean security,
And you begin to learn that kisses aren't contracts
And you begin to accept your defeats
With the grace of an adult, not the grief of
A child and learn to build all you roads
On today because tomorrow's ground
Is too uncertain for plans, and futures have
A way of falling down in mid-flight.
After awhile you learn that even sunshine
Burns if you get too much.
So you plant your own garden and decorate
Your own soul, instead of waiting
For someone to bring you flowers.
And you learn that you really can endure...
That you really are strong
And you really do have worth.
And you learn and learn...
With every good-bye you learn
Best wishes! Sandy Caron
apartments
Old Town-3 bedroom apartment-corn
pletely renovated $625 a month + electricity
Heat + hot water included. W/D Hookup.
Avail. 7/15/93. Deposit + lease. Call 827
3780 Please leave message.
Summer rental-Mid May 'VI Mid August. As
big as a house! Large 3 BR apt for rent- can
house 5-6 students. 4 miles to UM. $6501
month inc. all. 827-3557.
-3 BR apt. in Old Town, $690/mo. all util. inc.
1 yr old building, W/D, all new appliances.
call 947 4072 
Sublease large 3 BR apt. Available now-
Aug Call 866 4608.
Summer Sublet-Share house with other
students. Two baths, dishwasher. $175 +
elect. Tel. 866-3676.
Old Town-5 bdrm house with 2 separate
apts. Good parking, heated-$1200 + secu-
rity. Call David 989-6910 or 942-6310.
Sublease 3 Br house in Old Town. $150 per
person from June 1 to August. Has large
bedrooms. Call 581-7494 for info.
Summer Sublet-2 BR sunny apt. Pond St.
$250/mo. Call 866-0028. Fully furnished.
Old Town Apt.-2 bdrm, includes heat, hot
water, W/S, sunporch, deck. Avail. 7/1/93-
$460/mo. 827-4385.
Orono Apt.-4 bdrm, includes heat, not wa-
ter, W/S. 1 mi. from UM. Avail. 8/1/93. $750
827-4385.
Orono-Washburn Place. $660/mo. Twc
available now. W/D hookup, luxury 2BR
townhome. Incl. heat, water, sewer. No
pets. Sec. Dep. Close to campus. Call 945-
6955
Apartments-1,2,3,4 bedrooms for Fall '93.
2 + 3 BR summer rental. Close to ca.npus. Call
866-2516
Summer sublet-Stillwater Apts. $500/
month-2 bedroom. Call 866 0223.
1 BR modern, furnished, quiet. Contem-
porary kitchen Exc. location, walk to UM.
$450 + utilities. Call 945-5810.
Old Town, showing and leasing 1,2,3,4
BR apts., Heat and hot water inc. Houses
also Call 827 7231
Available immediately-Heated 1 + 2 bed
room apts. located within walking distance
to University Tel 866-2816.
Orono Apartments-Avail. 1, 2, 3, BR. 866-
3248,866-2518. Best landlords in town.
Two, 2 BR apts. available May 1 + Sept 1$450 Inc. heat + hot water. 941-9539 eves.
or leave message
"A quiet place to study"- a twc minute
walk to University Tei. 866-2816 or 866-
7888.
2 rooms available May 9 to sublease. Pond
Street, Orono. $500 each plus utilities. 86E-
4839 Shannon.
Park Place Apartments now renting for
June or Fail semester. 2 bedroom
townhouses. 2 units left. $500 plus utilities.
Call 947-1678.
Large 4 bedroom, 2 story House-Old
Town. Completely renovated. $650/month
plus utilities. W/D Hookup. Available 7/1/
93. Deposit + lease. Call 827-3780 Please
leave message.
Summer sublet-3 BR Oror,o Apt. Avail. June
Aug. $450/mo. Call x8803.
One room eff. apt. at College Park apart-
ments, near UMaine, avail. today. $275
elect Call collect 1-508-256-5261.
Community Pride, Mifford. New, quiet, 1-
2 BR apts./reasonable Managed by owner.
Coin Op laundry, close to UMO. 827-8926
Old Town
-Exceptionally large 2 bdrm. Mod-
ern, good parking, heated 5 min. to UMO.$600 + deposit Call David 989-6910 or 942-
6310.
Old Town-Large 3 bdroom, modern, good
parking, heated, 5 min. to UMO. $600 +
deposit. Call David 989-6910 or 942-
6310
Stillwater-83 Spring Street 5 BR, 2 bath
townhouse, heated. $800/mo. Also reserv-
ing units for September 1993 Call P.I Realty942-4815
Summer Sublet cheap! S150/mo. Across
from Geddy's, very spacious. Call John at
866-7225.
otttaft,
roommates
Non-smoking, studious female roommate
needed for Fall semester Call 827-4051.
Roommate needed to share a two
-bed
room townhouse. Rent $190 + util. Founder's
Place-Orono 866 3032.
Two friends need a place for the summer?
Big room to share and close to campus Only$130 apiece/mo • some utils Call 866 0374
Summer openings at Patch House„lgen
der balanced student co-op on campus.$225/month includes food. 866 -5682/ask
for Paula or Phil.
Female roommate needed to share w/2
serious students. Rent $150/mo. mci. H +
JiW Call 581 6343/8470.
Roommate wanted to share 4BR house in
Bangor. $200/mo. inc. all util. Avail immed.
Call x1438 or 947 0829.
Roommates wanted for summer and/or
Mayterm to share 5 BR house. $210/mo.
includes all util W/D in house. Call 866-
0155, leave message.
Roommates needed to share with 3 fe-
males, close to campus, rent $205 heat in-
cluded. Call 581-8499/8500 Leave message 
Female roommate needed to share with 2
other females. Rent $150, heat + hot water
included. Tall 827-6818. Leave •ressage.
Housemates wanted: Excellent' :ocation
(Grove Street). Have your own room. $200/
month + 1/4 electricity and phone. Call 866 -
4811 or 581-7605 
Help! Very neat student/ model -.23
room/apt. Prefer for year. Start May 1st
882-7371.
I need a BR w/ kitchen privileciges very
close to campus some storage, June-Au
^ •
for sale
Dorm fridge- xtra large, great cond,'
$60 x8071
Mobile Home-1986, 14 x 70, 3 BR, 1 14
bath. Excellent condition. $17,900. Call Dc:a
989-6910 or 942-6310.
Male plane ticket-Rndtrp Boston to D.0
Call x8985 to' info.
Freestanding loft-$30. Call 581-7549
Freestanding
 Lofts, 7 'or $40. x7666. 
Phish ticket. Call franune x6776. $16.50 or
Must sell 1984 Ford Tempo. 125K, $475
firm. Call Gene 82 'Apil 3 leave message
5 BR house for sale in Old Town.
campus and fu':), api:,'ancec
college students. Call 947-4i.-
One-way ticket from Bangor to Ka7 ,
City via Chicago Plane !eaves May 2.7
3:10PM. For $130 you can take a rrde. in
interested call 866-5817.
Unique Loft-Must see, $75.9 x 12 rug,
$50. Casio 7000GA calculator, $65 Call
x8474.
1983 Olos Omega. Good condition, must
see. Call Greg at 581-7753. $500 or best
offer.
Double loft for sale. $70 or F3/0 Call Rich at
581 8604 or stop by room 341 Hancock Hall
'91 VW GTI, 5 spd., air, AM/FM cass. 26K,
sunroof, exc. cond Only $7700. Call 866-
2650 
2 free-standing lofts, stained with built- n
ladder. $50 each. Call Steph or Pat 581-
8014. Must see!
Centurion Accordo RS road bike. Tires
almost brand new. Shimano and Sugino
components. $200 or best offer. Nice shape.
Call Scott at 86C  -4811. 
Bunk Bed-Hard wood, very sturdy, has ex-
tra bolts and nuts with it. Come and see it.
Best offer. Call 581-7994, leave messag.
DRUGLORD TRUCES! '86 $100; '91Bronco-
$50; '77 Blazer -$1;0; Jeep CJ-$50; Seized
Vans; 4x4's, boats. Choose from thousands
starting $50. FREE Information - 24 hour hotline.
801 379-2920 Copyright #ME013612. 
CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED: 89 Mercedes-
¶200,86 VW - $50, 87 Mercedes-$100, 65
Mustang 
-$50. Choose from thousands start-
ing $50 FREE information-24 hour hotline.
r all 801-379 2929Copyright# ME013610
